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“The Wen Tzu says, “The tao of water,
ascending to heaven, becomes rain and
dew, descending to earth, becomes rivers
and streams.”
— Dōgen Zenji, from The Mountains
and Waters Sutra
his autumn we present you with a
catalog cover suggesting waves
of circular motion and color– perhaps
reminiscent of mountains and rivers, or
cycles of water, or possibly bringing to
mind a reclining thinker resting while
relishing the wonder and colors of
autumn. In the pages that follow, our
world class teaching staff offers you
opportunities to connect with our learning
community, both near and far. That we
are open to all regardless of residency
has new meaning this autumn. Over the
past months we have made connections
with students joining classes from across
the country and around the globe. While
the most notable difference about this
Autumn 2020 catalog is our virtual method
of meeting, the most important point of
all our offerings remains the same...the
essence of every subject is you. We thank
you for your support, now more than ever.
— Craig Hall, Director

T

About Lexington
Community Education
LCE is a self-sustaining, integral part of
the Lexington Public School system that is
committed to promoting lifelong learning.
Our programs are open to all regardless
of residency and are appropriate for
participants 16 years of age and over.
Our Classes for Children are for specific
ages. LCE provides an extensive summer
children’s program called Lexplorations
which offers classes for creative and
academic enrichment.
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Lexington Community Education presents
The Most Important Point:
Finding Our Way in the Dark
WITH EDWARD ESPE BROWN

Thursday, September 24, 2020 • 7:00-8:30 pm • Zoom • $10 • SIMP
The most important point is to find out what is the most
important point.
– Shunryu Suzuki Roshi
Master cook, baker, and Zen priest,
Edward Espe Brown began
cooking and practicing Zen in 1965.
He was the first head resident cook
at Tassajara Zen Mountain Center
from 1967 through 1969. Later he
worked at the celebrated Greens
Restaurant in San Francisco, serving
as busboy, waiter, floor manager,
wine buyer, cashier, host, and
manager. Ordained as a zen priest
by Shunryu Suzuki Roshi in 1971,
he has taught meditation retreats
and vegetarian cooking classes throughout North America and
Europe. Author of several bestselling cookbooks, including The
Tassajara Bread Book and The Complete Tassajara Cookbook, he
is also the editor of Not Always So, a book of lectures by Shunryu
Suzuki Roshi. The critically acclaimed 2007 documentary film
How to Cook Your Life features Edward teaching in Austria and
California. He resides in Fairfax, California.
Drawing from his time in the kitchen, on the cushion, and out
in the everyday world, this evening's talk will touch upon Zen,
food, and life itself following the thread of finding out the most
important point: Perhaps these days, it's please wash your
hands—we’re all in this together.

The views of our presenters and instructors do not necessarily
represent the views of Lexington Community Education, the
Lexington Public Schools and/or its employees.

Writing Wild: 25 Women Who
Shaped the Way We Read the
Natural World
WITH KATHRYN AALTO

Saturday, September 26, 2020 • 3:00-4:30 pm • Zoom
$10 • SWWW
In her latest book Writing Wild:
Women Poets, Ramblers, and
Mavericks Who Shape How We
See the Natural World, Kathryn
Aalto takes readers on a journey
through the natural world as seen
from the perspective of 25 women
writers (Dorothy Wordsworth,
Susan Fenimore Cooper, Gene
Stratton-Porter, Mary Austin, Vita
Sackville-West, Nan Shepherd,
Rachel Carson, Mary Oliver, Carolyn
Merchant, Annie Dillard, Gretel
Ehrlich, Leslie Marmon Silko, Diane Ackerman, Robin Wall
Kimmerer, Lauret Savoy, Rebecca Solnit, Kathleen Jamie, Carolyn
Finney, Helen Macdonald, Saci Lloyd, Andrea Wulf, Camille T.
Dungy, Elena Passarello, Amy Liptrot, and Elizabeth Rush). Part
travel essay, literary biography, and cultural history, Writing Wild
ventures into the landscapes and lives of extraordinary writers
and encourages a new generation of women to pick up their
pens, head outdoors, and start writing wild.
Beginning with a journey up England’s tallest mountain in the
Lake District in the footsteps of Dorothy Wordsworth, Writing
Wild captures pioneering women who dared to lace up their
boots and pick up their pens to make history. This evening we will
celebrate female wordsmiths, both historical and current, whose
influential nature writing has deepened our connection to and
understanding of the natural world. These inspiring wordsmiths
are scholars, spiritual seekers, conservationists, scientists,
novelists, and explorers. They defy easy categorization but share
a bold authenticity that makes their work distinct and universal.
Kathryn Aalto is an American landscape historian, garden
designer, university lecturer, preservation consultant, and
writer. She has a M.A. in Garden History and a M.A. in Creative
Nonfiction. She also has a diploma in Garden Design from the
London College of Garden Design and a B.A. in English from
Berkeley. Kathryn is the author of three books including the New
York Times Best Seller, The Natural World of Winnie-the-Pooh: A
Walk Through the Forest that Inspired the Hundred Acre Wood
(2015) and Nature and Human Intervention (2011).

LCE is proud to partner with
Porter Square Books of Cambridge.
portersquarebooks.com
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Lexington Community Education presents
The Night Sky: Our Place in
the Universe

A New View Of Thelonious Monk
WITH LEWIS PORTER

WITH AMANDA BOSH

Saturday, October 3, 2020 • 7:00-8:30 pm • Zoom • $10 • SNNS
We hear about supermoons,
eclipses, meteor showers, and
comets in the news and on
social media. What are these
astronomical phenomena? How
do we see them for ourselves? The
night sky is available to everyone to
view: while light pollution may hide
some of these wonders from us,
many are still accessible. Dr. Bosh
will discuss how best to view these
phenomena, while also conveying
some of the science that connects
us to the universe. Carl Sagan said “We are made of starstuff.”
It turns out that we are also made of comets and asteroids!
Dr. Amanda S. Bosh is a Senior Lecturer and Planetary Scientist
at MIT in the Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary
Sciences, as well as the Observatory Operations Manager at
Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, AZ. She studies small, icy bodies
in the outer solar system as well as the tenuous atmospheres of
bodies such as Pluto.

Saturday, October 3, 2020 • 2:00-3:30 pm • Zoom • $20 • SPPM
Whether you are new to the music
of jazz composer and pianist
Thelonious Monk, or consider
yourself an expert, you will find this
course to be a revelation. Dr. Porter,
known worldwide as a leading
jazz historian and a professional
performer, will present his overview
of Monk’s music. He has published
very little of his vast research on
Monk, so class participants will
benefit from his treasure trove of
knowledge about the origins of
Monk’s classics, drawing on rare recordings, new biographical
information, and more. The topics to be discussed include an
overview of Monk’s life and musical output, early recordings and
best known compositions, including ‘Round Midnight. Dr. Porter
will explain and demonstrate the “secret” of playing the piano
like Monk and will conclude with some thoughts about Monk the
person and his legacy.
Lewis Porter, P.h.D., is a pianist and
composer on over 30 albums with Dave
Liebman, John Patitucci, Terri Lyne
Carrington, and many others. He has
performed with Joe Lovano and Jerry
Bergonzi, given two-piano concerts
in Lexington with Vijay Iyer and with Ethan Iverson, and is a
celebrated author, researcher, and educator, including a Grammy
nomination. He has 7 books, the best-known being John
Coltrane: His Life and Music. A long-time former music professor
at Rutgers in Newark and at Tufts U, he also taught at The New
School, Manhattan School of Music, NYU, William Paterson,
and Brandeis, as well as guest teaching throughout the USA
and Europe. He also teaches private students worldwide online.
Please follow him at Lewisporter.com and on Facebook.

Regardless of residency, Lexington Community Education
online classes, lessons, and events are Open to All.
The Lexington Community Education/Lexplorations
Administrative Staff sends a note of heartfelt thanks to all the
Lexplorations families and our tremendous teaching (and LPS
Tech) staff who stuck with us this summer as we made a swift
shift from a building based program to Lexplorations Online
2020. Thanks to each of you for making a very bleak summer
forecast much brighter by your presence and participation in
Lexplorations Online. See you next summer!
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In Praise of Teachers

French Chanson Sing-Along

WITH TAYLOR MALI

WITH BRICE KAPEL AND KAREN GIRONDEL

Sunday, October 4, 2020 • 3:30-5:00 pm • Zoom • $10 • SWTM
What wouldn’t you give to have
your OLD problems back?!
A smelly roomful of students
after gym? A copier that only
works if you sing to it? The
cafeteria’s aspirational salad
bar? If those all sound like
pretty good problems to have,
come listen to poet Taylor Mali,
the author of “What Teachers
Make: In Praise of the Greatest
Job in the World,” read poems that may remind you why you
chose to walk this noble path in the first place. This afternoon’s
presentation is tailored to teachers, and students... and to all
others who stand in awe, support, and with gratitude for all that
teachers do and make.
Taylor Mali is one of the most well-known poets to have
emerged from the poetry slam movement. He is one of the
few people in the world to have no job other than that of
“poet.” Articulate, accessible, passionate, and downright funny,
Mali studied drama at Oxford with members of The Royal
Shakespeare Company and puts those skills of presentation to
work in all his performances. He was one of the original poets
to appear on the HBO series Russell Simmons Presents Def
Poetry and was the “Armani-clad villain” of Paul Devlin’s 1997
documentary film SlamNation. His poem “What Teachers Make”
has been viewed over 4 million times on YouTube and was
quoted by the New York Times’ Thomas Friedman in one of his
commencement addresses.
Mali is a vocal advocate of teachers and the nobility of teaching,
having spent nine years in the classroom teaching everything
from English and history to math and S.A.T. test preparation.
He has performed and lectured for teachers all over the world;
and in 2012 he reached his goal of creating one thousand new
teachers through “poetry, persuasion, and perseverance.” Based
on the poem that inspired a movement, his book of essays, What
Teachers Make: In Praise of the Greatest Job in the World, is his
passionate defense of teachers drawing on his own experiences,
both in the classroom and as a traveling poet. Mali is a highly
sought-after keynote speaker.

Saturday, October 17, 2020 • 2:00-3:00 pm • $10 • SFSS
What better way to get
away than to gather your
family around the computer
and sing favorite French
songs from the 20th
century on Zoom! Brice
Kapel, Franco-Togolese
singer-songwriter, live from
the south of France, will
introduce the songs, then
sing while you do the same from the comfort of your living room
(with muted microphone, of course.) Sign up at least a week
ahead of time and we will email you the playlist with lyrics and
music so you can practice!
Brice Kapel was born in Togo, a country in Africa that is about
the size of New England. At the age of 8, along with his parents
and six brothers and sisters, he left the red soil, sunshine
and seashores of Africa for the gray skies of Paris. It was a
radical change in lifestyle and climate. His mother, who was a
schoolteacher, taught the children that they were now French
and that they had to live like French children, eat like French
children, behave like French children and work hard at school.
Brice succeeded in following her advice, but he never lost the
sound of the music that was deep inside him since birth. It wasn’t
until his own son, Charly, was born that he was inspired to bring
together the generations through his music, his songs, dance and
stories. His music touches everyone, even the deaf and hard of
hearing thanks to the beauty of French Sign Language that Brice
incorporates into his songs. In his shows, he sings in French and
in his native Mina. His shows, created for children and adults,
blend the flavors and tales of Africa and also reflect the realities
of today’s global society. His songs tackle themes dear to children
as well as adults, such as education, childhood, screen time, love,
friendship and the loss of loved ones. Brice Kapel knows how to
get us moving and wake up our collective “joie de vivre.”
Karen Girondel has been teaching French her
entire adult life. After 38 years with teenagers in
the Lexington Public Schools, she has gone on
to share her love of French language and culture
among former teenagers, aka adults, through
Lexington Community Education where it’s ok to
make mistakes as long as we are communicating
in the language of Tintin, Catherine Deneuve and Molière. Now
that she is living in Portland, Maine, Karen is thrilled to be able to
continue orchestrating conversation via Zoom.
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A Myth & Music Watch Party

Wisdom from the Creation Mystics

WITH DAVID WHETSTONE AND MARTIN SHAW

WITH MATTHEW FOX

Sunday October 25, 2020 • 4:00-5:30 pm • Zoom • Free, but
pre-registration is required and donations are welcomed • SMASS
“Martin Shaw’s work is so very beautiful. A new animal. His love
of images is deep and contagious. In the passion of his search
he makes up new worlds that seem as though we’ve always
known them. His language is tasty and surprising. This elegant
combination of very fresh, free verse storytelling, and a deep
untangling of myth feels so alive. What will it do next?”
—Coleman Barks
“Martin Shaw is a teacher of profound cultural knowledge, and is
a master artist at transmitting it. Those transmissions are subtle
and profound. We desperately need his work.” —Tony Hoagland
Created after our scheduled spring in-person event was cancelled
due to the pandemic, Whetstone and Shaw got together
remotely to record this special myth and music event for LCE.
Dr. Martin Shaw is a mythologist,
storyteller, and wilderness rites-ofpassage guide based in Devonshire,
England. Shaw gave up a lucrative
music contract to pursue the
study of myth while living for four
years in a tent in the wilderness of
Wales. An international teacher,
he tours the United States and
Canada annually and is visiting
lecturer on Archbishop Desmond
Tutu’s Leadership program at
Oxford University and leads the
Oral Tradition and Mythology program at Stanford University in
Northern California. He is the author of many books including
Courting the Wild Twin, Cinderbiter: Celtic Poems, and the award
winning A Branch From The Lightning Tree: Ecstatic Myth and the
Grace in Wildness.
David Whetstone is one of the most active
sitarists in the United States, and a disciple
of the legendary Ustad Vilayat Khan. He has
collaborated and toured extensively with poets
Robert Bly and Coleman Barks since 1974. David
lives in Minneapolis, MN.

Thursday October 29, 2020 7:00-8:30 pm • Zoom • $10 • SFOX
“Matthew Fox might well be the most creative, the most
comprehensive, surely the most challenging religious-spiritual
teacher in America.” —Thomas Berry, author of The Great Work,
and The Dream of the Earth, and The Universe Story
“A Pandemic is too important to waste—Is it Time to Create
a “new Normal” that takes us beyond the folly of Ecocide,
Matricide, Racism and Misogyny?” —Matthew Fox
Reverend Matthew Fox is a
spiritual theologian, an Episcopal
priest and an activist for gender
justice and eco-justice. He has
written 37 books that have been
translated into other languages over
70 times. Among them are Original
Blessing, The Coming of the
Cosmic Christ, A Spirituality Named
Compassion, The Reinvention of
Work, The Hidden Spirituality of
Men, Christian Mystics and The
Pope’s War. He has contributed
much to the rediscovery of Hildegard of Bingen, Meister Eckhart
and Thomas Aquinas as pre-modern mystics and prophets. Fox
holds a doctorate in the history and theology of spirituality from
the Institut Catholique de Paris. The founder of the University
of Creation Spirituality in California, he conducts dozens of
workshops each year and is a visiting scholar at the Academy
for the Love of Learning. In joining the Episcopal church over 20
years ago, Fox has been working with young people to reinvent
forms of worship by bringing elements of rave such as dance,
dj, vj and more into the Western Liturgy. The Cosmic Mass has
been celebrated over 100 times and in dozens of cities in North
America. Fox is recipient of the Abbey Courage of Conscience
Peace Award (other recipients being the Dali Lama, Mother
Teresa, Ernesto Cardenal and Rosa Parks), the Gandhi King Ikeda
Award, the Tikkun National Ethics Award and other awards.
He is currently a visiting scholar at the Academy of the Love of
Learning in Santa Fe, NM and resides in Vallejo, California.

GIVE THE GIFT OF LEARNING!

Whether it be for a specific class or event, or a general
certificate for a program of the recipient’s choice, the
experience of learning is always a smart gift. LCE Gift
certificates do not expire and can be applied to any and
all of our offerings, year round. Call 781-862-8043, or
email lce@lexingtonma.org for more information.
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Creating Community/
Around Town

Humanities

Deep Thoughts Discussion Group

Each term our humanities section
offers classes that aim to heighten our
understanding of the human experience
and honor the idea and ideals of a liberal
arts education.

Facilitator: Robert Berend, Ph.D, J.D.
You are invited to join a free, public,
community discussion group that has
been based in L.A., Berkeley, Prague, and
now, for the last five years, in Lexington.
Since March, the group has been meeting
every week, free, on Zoom. Join us for a
casual, informal roundtable discussion
with community members and friends
about interesting and important topics.
As in any good conversation, manners
and listening are required so that no
single person gets to monopolize the
time or conversation. The group facilitator
is always open to suggestions for new
nebulous and interesting topics. Topics

on the horizon include: September 2
- What is love?, September 9 - Artistic
Communication of Consciousness
Throughout History, September 16 -The
Power of Music (genres, techniques,
cultures, references, etc), September
23 - Self-care, October 7 - Personal
life lessons, October 14 - What do you
believe, and why?, October 21 - What am
I?, October 28 - Lessons in Overcoming
Fear.
Join us EVERY Wednesday night from
6:45 to 9 PM on Zoom here: Zoom.
us/join Meeting ID: 392-906-8802
Password: BOSTON (**Laptops and
Chrome works best) or Find us at:
facebook.com/deepthoughtslex

How Can I Help?
There have been a number of you who
have asked what you can do to help
LCE make it through these challenging
times. As a self-supporting program
of the Lexington Public Schools, our
program exists solely by revenue
generated by tuition. In the case of
Lexington Community Education, being
self-sustaining really means being
sustained by people like you. Here
are some great, easy, and extremely
helpful ways you can sustain Lexington
Community Education:
Take a Class. Our classes are at the
core of our educational mission, and at
the core of our self-supporting revenue
stream. By registering for an LCE class,
you are not only helping the program
as a whole, you are also helping our
paid teaching staff. Classes run based
on enrollment and teachers are not able
to be paid for classes that are canceled
due to low enrollment. Early registration
is encouraged.
Teach a Class. We are always looking
for great teachers with great ideas.
Register Early. If you see a class
or event that you would like to
attend, register right away. Your early
registration helps our teachers prepare
to provide the best educational
experience possible.
If You are Eligible. If you are eligible for
discounted tuition for those 65+, consider
paying the full tuition at checkout.

Like Us on FaceBook & Follow us on
Twitter. Getting the word out about
our program is half the battle. If no one
knows about our great offerings, no
one will come. A “like” or a “follow”
is as potentially helpful as a monetary
donation.
Donate. Our website has a Donation
button on the homepage. Your kindness
and contributions go a long way to help
provide financial support to students in
need and the running of the program as
a whole.
Purchase a Gift Certificate. The Gift
of Learning is a great choice, no matter
the season. Email us and we will process
your order and get the certificate to you
right away.
Email Us. Tell us what you like, and tell
us what you would like to see offered.
Communication is key. We love to hear
from you, and we love to hear how we
can meet your educational needs and
the needs of our community.
Bring A Friend. Register together with
friends and family for classes and events.
Zoom offers a chance for sharing and
experiencing community and education
with friends far and wide. Distance
is no deterrent now, and so learning
something together with those who live
as far away as Canada or California (or
just about anywhere in the world) is now
easily done, and fun to do together.
LCE offers a heartfelt thanks to those who
have donated to LCE during the pandemic.

NEW

Shakespeare’s Hamlet!

Instructor: Cammy Thomas
How many of these familiar expressions
do you know? “... The mind’s eye ... The
primrose path ... Neither a borrower nor
a lender be ... This above all: to thine
own self be true ... Brevity is the soul of
wit ... Though this be madness, yet there
is method in ‘t ... There is nothing either
good or bad but thinking makes it so ...
O, woe is me ... Hoist with his own petard
... I must be cruel, only to be kind ... The
cat will mew and dog will have his day ...
The rest is silence ...” These sayings and
many more were all either invented in,
or popularized by, Shakespeare’s great
play, Hamlet. It’s hard to read the text
without a sense of deep recognition, as
the language of the play has become
part of our general language. We’ll read
and share this tragedy that begins with
the stern ghost of a dead king urging his
smart and sensitive son to revenge his
death, and continues with a domineering
mother, a callous step-father, a foolish
(or wise?) old counselor, a despairing
lover--and some of Shakespeare’s most
beautiful language. What should we
choose, among conflicting necessities?
When must parents be defied? How
do we know what’s true? Can anything
penetrate our essential solitude? We’ll
discuss these questions and more. No
reading for our first meeting, which will be
an introduction. Class will not meet 11/5.
HHML, 8 Thursdays, 7:30-9:00 pm. Begins
September 24, Zoom $120/Seniors $100.

Poet and educator Cammy Thomas teaches
Shakespeare, this page.
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NEW

Dostoyevsky’s The Idiot

Instructor: Tracy Marks
Can a person be “too good”? Is society
at fault for mistreating its most saintly
people? Or is a “too good” person at
fault for failing to conform, for inviting
exploitation or for tolerating evil? In this
exploration of Dostoyevsky’s brilliant
classic, The Idiot, we will discuss the
book and explore such issues, while also
viewing clips from the excellent miniseries. Students should expect to read
about 85 pages per week. For the first
class, please read the first three chapters
of the Pevear and Volokhonsky or McDuff
translations.
HIDT, 8 Fridays, 12:30-2:30 pm. Begins
September 25, Zoom, $155/Seniors $130.

Tolstoy’s Death of Ivan Ilyich
and Other Novellas

Lexington luminary Jeffrey Leonard teaches The Music of Duke Ellington, page 9.

NEW

Instructor: Tracy Marks
Would you like to reflect upon the
meaning of life as you read two Russian
masterpieces about self-interested persons
transformed by their confrontation with
mortality? In this course, we will read and
discuss two Tolstoy novellas, The Death
of Ivan Ilyich and The Master and Man,
and the issues they raise. Optionally, we
may also read Tolstoy’s Family Happiness
and watch online video clips related to
these novellas. Although early translations
of these works are online, the instructor
recommends purchasing the book The
Death of Ivan Ilyich and Other Stories
translated by Pevear and Volokhonsky.
No reading is required before the first
meeting, but please have the Ivan Ilyich
novella available during class.
HTOL, 4 Tuesdays, 6:45-8:45 pm. Begins
November 10, Zoom, $78/Seniors $65.

Plato’s Republic
Instructor: Ilhan Zeybekoglu
In this bizarre political climate with the
election fast approaching, we’ll look
at one of the most important works
in political and ethical philosophy,
Plato’s Republic. We’ll discuss Plato’s
methodology, his taxonomy and ranking
of political institutions, the theory of
forms, the “noble lie”, and the nature
and role of justice, among other things—
all as relevant in the context of the
current political climate as ever. We’ll
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focus on Plato’s arguments, but with
an eye towards contemporary political
and moral issues. What would Plato say
about Trump’s presidency? Racial justice?
Abortion? Education? Healthcare? A
female president? We will discuss these
topics, and more.
HREP, 4 Thursdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. Begins
October 1, Zoom, $88/Seniors $75.

An Introduction to Daoism

NEW

Instructor: Larson Di Fiori, PhD
Daoism is a Chinese tradition that
emphasizes harmony, spontaneity, and
connectedness with nature. This course
will provide an introduction to the basic
ideas, texts and history of the Daoist
tradition. Over the course of four sessions
we will examine portions of its most
famous texts: the Daode jing and the
Zhuangzi, identify the major branches of
Daoism in existence today, and explore
some of the practices the tradition uses to
cultivate body and mind.
MINQ, 4 Thursdays, 3:00-4:30 pm. Begins
October 1, Zoom, $65/Seniors $55.
NEW A History of the United
States: 1919-1945

Instructor: Andrew Chatfield, PhD
In this course, we will examine the United
States from 1919 to 1945. We will look
at the transformations over that period
through cultural, political, diplomatic, and
social lenses. We will begin in 1919 with

781.862.8043
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the Paris Peace Conference and Woodrow
Wilson’s ideas for a new world order. We
will then examine the roaring 1920s and
its many cultural and political changes
by looking at such events like the Scopes
Trial. Other topics to be covered closely
in the course include the presidency of
Franklin Roosevelt and his New Deal,
along with the consequences of the
Great Depression, American responses
to the coming of Nazi Germany, the 1940
presidential election, African-Americans in
the 1940s, the diplomacy of World War II,
the atomic bomb, and the coming of the
Cold War in 1945.
HAMH, 8 Wednesdays, 3:00-4:30 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $120/
Seniors $100.

Introductory Astronomy
Instructor: Pedro Lilienfeld
This introductory course is intended to
provide a basic understanding of our
place in the universe in light of the latest
scientific observations and discoveries.
Stunning graphics and photos illustrate
the lectures. Join us for a fascinating
look at the evolution of human thought
and knowledge about the earth and
the cosmos through the ages, from
Babylonian and Greek antiquity, through
the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the
Enlightenment, the 19th century, and
finally to the unprecedented present
expansion of our detailed understanding
of the universe. The course then looks at

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

Music
Appreciation
our solar system and its planets, followed
by a review of star evolution and the
location of our solar system within the
Milky Way galaxy, the formation of the
elements, supernovas and pulsars and
black holes. This is then followed by
our present knowledge about galaxies,
supergiant black holes at their centers,
quasars, and dark matter. The recent
detection of gravitational waves will be
discussed. Concepts such as dark energy,
the age, size, dynamics and composition
of the universe will be introduced,
followed by the latest thoughts about the
multiverse. The principal methods and
tools of today’s Astronomy are discussed.
The course concludes with a review of the
prevalent thoughts about the probability
of extraterrestrial life and intelligence
in the context of both the exciting
discoveries of extrasolar planets and the
history of life on earth. Enrico Fermi, the
notable Italian physicist, asked "Where
Are They?" Can we answer his question?
Math familiarity is not expected.
HINA, 5 Thursdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. Begins
October 29, Zoom, $110/Seniors $85.

Strategies of Art
Interpretation
NEW

Instructor: Jessica Khamarji
Every image you see and artwork you
observe has a message. We experience
visual language throughout our daily lives,
even when we’re making art. This class
will focus on a variety of art interpretation
strategies used in museums around the
world. With this practice, you can create
deeper conversations with yourself or your
family and friends when observing art and
images inside or outside the gallery!
HATI, 4 Thursdays, 7:00-8:30 pm. Begins
October 1, Zoom, $65/Seniors $55.
NEW Art in the Open:
Appreciating Public Art, From
the Political, Environmental,
and Commemorative, To Your
Own Garden

Instructor: Paul Angiolillo
Whether it’s Maya Lin’s celebrated memorial
in D.C. to U.S. Vietnam War casualties, the
playful, giant sculptures at 500-acre Storm
King in the Hudson Valley, installations
and murals along the Rose Kennedy
Greenway in Boston, or Andy Galsworthy’s
“Watershed,” the new permanent

installation at the DeCordova Museum &
Sculpture Park in Lincoln, outdoor art is all
around, if one looks. These public artworks
can delight, move, inspire, and calm. Closer
to home, a sculpture in one’s own garden
or yard might also be a source of pleasure.
We’ll look at and talk about all kinds of
outdoor art--environmental or “land” art,
social and political, commemorative, and
more. What makes them “work”? And what
inspiration might we take for our own ideas
and projects? From the comfort of your
home, join us to enjoy, learn, and perhaps
get inspiration for your own spaces. Paul
Angiolillo has been creating sculptures and
functional “art” objects for several decades,
in both representational and abstract styles.
For many years he studied with master
sculptor Joseph Wheelwright in Boston.
Paul has shown his works in galleries,
art centers, libraries, museum shops
(deCordova, Fuller Craft), and other venues,
as well as in many outdoor exhibits.
HART, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
November 10, Zoom, $30/Seniors $25.
NEW Beyond the Stars:
Saturday Night at the Movies

Instructor: Spencer Caddigan
If you are someone who wants to learn
more about movies and the filmmaking
process, or someone interested in
developing a screenplay, or perhaps
someone who has a blog or podcast
dedicated to film criticism, this class is
for you. We will explore a surface level
discussion of all the facets of movie
making, and will attempt to visit the many
phases of the process, from the writing
and development phase through to the
final cut you see on screen. Discussions
will be supplemented by clips and
specific titles to watch between sessions.
Please be aware that we will likely be
viewing multiple genres and ratings.
When registering for the course, kindly
indicate all of the streaming services you
subscribe to (Netflix, Hulu, Prime, HBO
Max, Disney+, Apple TV+, Criterion, etc.),
as this will be valuable in establishing a
viewing standard for the course.
HFIL, 5 Saturdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
September 26, Zoom, $100/Seniors $85.

A LOOK AT SUCCESS
LITERATURE
with Roger Gumley, p. 33

The Music of Duke Ellington
Instructor: Jeffrey Leonard
Gunther Schuller called Duke Ellington one
of the three most important composers in
American history. This class will explore the
musical, social and historical importance of
Duke Ellington’s music as it developed over
50 years, from the 1920s to the 1970s. His
role as a composer, arranger, bandleader
and cultural icon will be examined.
Jeffrey Leonard served the Lexington
Public Schools for 34 years as Band/Jazz
Director and Performing Arts Coordinator.
Groups under his direction were invited
to perform at Boston’s Symphony Hall,
Chicago’s Orchestra Hall, New York’s
Lincoln Center, the Monterey Jazz Festival
and the Montreux Jazz Festival. Following
his retirement, he works at The Boston
Conservatory and Berklee College of
Music as an assistant professor and as the
Co-director of New England Conservatory’s
Youth Jazz Orchestra. He has been invited
to conduct honors Concert and Jazz
Bands at the District and All-State level
throughout New England. Mr. Leonard
is an active performer on woodwind
instruments in theater pit orchestras in
Boston theaters and around the Northeast.
MELL, 4 Thursdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
September 24, Zoom, $80/Seniors $65.
NEW Brilliance, Virtuosity,
Enlightenment, and Dance:
Back to Bach

Instructor: Adam Levin
J.S Bach is one of the few
composers across history
who transcends time and
is revered by professionals,
aficionados and music enthusiasts alike.
Bach reimagined many of his own works
for different instruments and chamber
combinations. He reinvented himself and
his music continuously. This lecture will
shed light on the life and story of Bach,
particularly as it pertains to one of his most
beloved works, Lute Suite in E Major, BWV
1006a (also known as Violin Partita no.4 in
E major, BWV 1006). Join Adam Levin for
lecture/performance. www.adamlevinguitar.
com Note: In upcoming LCE terms, Adam
Levin will give two additional lectures on
the evolution of Spanish music and the
music of English composer, John Dowland.
MDOW, 1 Friday, 7:30-9:00 pm. Meets
October 23, Zoom, $25.
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Fall Opera Preview

NEW

Gregory Leschishin teaches How Was That A Hit?,
this page.

Exploring Copland’s Song
Cycle Twelve Poems of Emily
Dickinson
NEW

Instructor: Annina Hsieh
Aaron Copland is generally remembered
for his orchestral works. In his composing
career, he produced only one song cycle,
Twelve Poems of Emily Dickinson. This
stunning piece of music is playful, tragic,
personal, perennial, and ethereal. Now,
more than ever, the combination of
Dickinson’s words and Copland’s music
language are relevant and revelatory.
Music critic Peter Dickinson stated that
Copland’s song cycle was “the most
convincing musical interpretation of
one of the nineteenth century’s greatest
poets.” This class will be an in-depth look
at Copland’s song cycle. We will explore
Dickinson’s poetry, listen to musical
excerpts, and discuss the manner in which
Copland musically captures Dickinson’s
verse. There is a lot to unpack in both
Dickinson and Copland’s work. Together
we will discover new facets and greater
appreciation for this masterpiece.
HCEM, 4 Thursdays, 7:00-8:30 pm. Begins
October 15, Zoom, $65/Seniors $55.

Instructor: David Collins
Although the last six months have been
a challenge, technology has allowed
many of us to connect with the world
of opera. This fall we will explore
three American operas: Scott Joplin’s
Treemonisha Carlisle, Floyd’s Susannah
and Jake Heggie’s Moby Dick. We will
also enjoy the Metropolitan Opera’s
three fall operas Verdi’s Aida, Il Trovatore
and Beethoven’s Fidelio. We will start
with Scott Joplin’s Treemonisha. Some
background on Scott Joplin’s life and
music will enrich our appreciation of
this African-American composer. Our
next class will cover Verdi’s Aida. Using
some of the standard highlights we will
compare different singers including
Caruso, Pavarotti, Ponselle, Leontyne
Price and Elisabeth Rethberg as well
as paying special attention to the
Judgement Scene. Susanna by Carlisle
Floyd will follow next. This opera is
adapted from the Apocryphal tale of
Susannah and the Elders yet it resonates
with the 1950’s era of Mccarthyism.
Using folk-like songs, gospel hymns
and intense situations, this opera never
lets up in tension. The next session will
deal with Verdi’s extremely melodic
and melodramatic opera Il Trovatore.
The instructor will highlight vocal
comparisons some of which will include
Leonard Warren, Lawrence Tibbett, del
Monaco, Pavarotti, Ponselle and Milanov.
Our last American opera is Moby Dick
by Jake Heggie. It was highly acclaimed
when premiered in Dallas, Texas and has
been performed in Australia, Canada,
San Diego and San Francisco. See what
you think about Heggie’s condensation
of Melville’s novel. We conclude our
fall sessions with Beethoven’s only
opera, Fidelio. Beethoven struggled
with this opera wherein the wife of
a prisoner successfully frees him. Of
course, Beethoven’s music expresses the
liberation of the human spirit.
HOPE, 6 Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. Begins
September 22 and meets October 6,
October 20, November 3, November
17 and December 1, Zoom, $170/
Seniors/$130.

NEW

How Was That A Hit?

Instructor: Gregory Leschishin
This class discusses and illustrates how
pop music of the 1960s through the 1980s
became hits. The charts were determined
by airplay, and sales calculated by
methods over which only a few people
had control. Hundreds of songs were
released by many independent record
labels seeking the opportunity to snag a
hit. Some were natural hits; others were
by accident or luck or both! Cash Box
Magazine was one of the prominent music
publications that Dick Clark, Solid Gold
and Rick Dees’ Weekly Top 40 used to
count down the hits. Relive and rediscover
your 45 collection with this fun class!
HHOW, 5 Saturdays, 10:30 am -12:00 pm.
Begins October 3, Zoom, $75/Seniors $65.
NEW

Opera and Wine Pairing

Instructor: Annina Hsieh
Are you a fan of opera? Do you like
learning about and tasting wine? We
have partnered with Violette Wine Cellars
to bring you this class to indulge your
senses—all from the comfort of your own
home! Each week we will explore how
a type of wine compliments a specific
opera scene/aria and the ways in which
wine and music combine to elevate
each other. The class will serve as an
introduction to opera and natural wine
history. We hope to introduce you to
new wine and new music in a fun way. In
addition to the price of the class, students
can purchase the course wine package
(three bottles of wine) directly from
Violette Wine Cellars store in Cambridge.
The three-bottle wine package is $62.
Curbside Pick Ups: Tuesday-Saturday
12pm-5pm at 1 Belmont St. in Cambridge
(attached to Sofra Bakery). Call us at
617-876-4125 in advance to let us know
you want the “Lexington Opera and Wine
Package.” When you arrive for pick up
call us at 617-876-4125, and we’ll bring
your order outside. Students may also
acquire alternative wine for the course
independently.
HOWP, 3 Thursdays, 7:30-8:30 pm. Begins
September 24, Zoom, $38/Seniors $25.

FALL OPERA PREVIEW
with David Collins, this page
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Private Music Instrument Lessons for Every Age
and Level on Zoom
LCE provides excellent, convenient, and reasonably priced individu
al
music lessons with highly qualified professional musician teachers
for all interested students and adults. The following instruments
are available for individual study: Baritone Horn (Euphonium), Bass,
Bassoon, Cello, Clarinet, Electric and Acoustic Guitar, Flute, French
Horn, Guitar, Oboe, Percussion (Drums/xylophone), Piano, Saxopho
ne,
Sitar, Trombone, Trumpet, Tuba, Ukulele, Upright Bass, Violin or Viola,
and Voice. This autumn lessons will be held in the afternoon and
evening using an online video conference platform. Each semeste
r
contains approximately 16 lessons. Students must arrange conveni
ent
weekly lesson times with the instructor. The length of lessons per
week can be: 30 minute, 45 minute, or 60 minutes. To register: Email
the LCE office and we will put you in touch with our music teaching
staff. Saturday morning lessons are also available.
For info about LCE Music teaching staff, please visit: https://
lexingtoncommunityed.org/music-instrument-lessons/

Elena Snow, Piano,
Ukulele, Voice)

Ben Fox
Oboe

Bill Kirkley
Clarinet

Allan Espinosa
Violin, Viola

Brian Kane
Saxophone

Ellen Donohue-Saltman
French Horn

Greg Gettel
Trumpet

James Lattini
Percussion/Drum Set

Jason Yost
Guitar / Bass / Ukulele

Robert Butler
Guitar

Jerry Vejmola
Sax, Clarinet

Jessica Lizak
Flute

Jobey Wilson
Tuba/Euphonium

John Claybourne
Drums

Nancy Radnofsky
Clarinet

Ona Jonaityte
Flute

Phil Hyman
Trombone/
Euphonium

Raluca Dumitrache
Violin/Viola

Robert Rivera
Cello and Bass Guitar

Annina Hsieh
Voice

LexingtonCommunityEd.org
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Music Performance/
Theatre Arts
NEW

Public Speaking with Confidence

Beginning Ukulele

Instructor: Elena Snow
Have you ever wanted to learn how to
accompany yourself and others on the
Ukulele? Maybe you already know the
basics of the Ukulele but you want to
improve? The Ukulele is a small 4-string,
guitar-like instrument native to Hawaii,
and its sound reflects the happiness and
joy of life on the island. Bring your own
instrument and come learn different
playing techniques, chords, and musical
styles on the Ukulele!
MBUK, 5 Saturdays, 10:00-11:30 am.
Begins October 3, Zoom, $75/Seniors $65.

Beginning Guitar
Instructor: Staff from Go Go Allegro
Music School
This exciting beginners guitar course
will introduce students to fundamental
technique and knowledge of the
instrument, general musicianship and
introductory level pieces of music. These
classes will expose students to different
styles of music and the cultures that have
influenced multiple musical genres. Please
bring a guitar with you to class, other
materials will be provided.
MBGU, 6 Mondays, 9:15 am - 10:15 am.
Begins September 14, Zoom, $160.

Beginning Guitar – Continuing
Instructor: Staff from Go Go Allegro
Music School
Continue to develop your fundamentals
in the guitar by learning new techniques
and pieces of music. These classes will
pose a slight challenge to build your
abilities, but still accommodate learning
at a comfortable pace. Please bring your
guitar to class, all other materials will be
provided.
MGUI, 6 Mondays, 10:15 am - 11:15 am.
Begins September 14, Zoom, $160.
NEW Learn Guitar in the Style You
Want to Play

Instructor: Robert Butler
Trained at Berklee College of Music,
teacher performer Robert Butler has
developed this online instruction series
focusing on the iconic melodies and
compelling rhythms of the guitar. Students
of all levels and musical interests are
welcome to join us to learn guitar in the
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Elena Snow teaches Beginning Ukulele, this page.

style that they want to play. Included:
Fundamental through advanced Chord
Form Harmony, Basslines, Lead Guitar
Solo Improvisation, Picking Styles,
Essential Techniques unique to both
electric and acoustic guitar and much
more. We open each class with a
demonstration and analysis of a specific
guitar style: Classical, Rock, Traditional
Acoustic and Ethnic Styles, Blues, Jazz,
Country and Pop. Every session includes
individual instruction. Whether you are
new to the guitar or an experienced
player, with this online guitar series, you
will gain valuable insight into achieving
your musical goals. Each student should
have an electric or acoustic guitar and a
notebook. All music charts and diagrams
are supplied as PDF files. Please contact
Robert Butler (978)283-7186 with any
questions that you might have.
MRGW, 5 Thursdays, 6:30-8:30 pm.
Begins September 17, Zoom, $125/
Seniors $100.
MRG2, 5 Thursdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. Begins
October 22, Zoom, $125/Seniors $100.

781.862.8043

STORYTELLER
MARTIN SHAW ENCHANTS
this October, p. 6
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Instructor: Lau Lapides
Are you making the impression you
want to be making? Need to polish your
speaking skills for work? Want to eliminate
fears and anxieties of speaking? From
the moment you enter a room in literally
seconds you make your impression...your
smile, your voice, your first few words,
your style, your energy, your initial eye
contact--all of these ingredients create
the successful chemistry to “command
presence!” In this dynamic, fast-paced
exciting workshop you will strengthen
and polish your speaking style by
utilizing tools and techniques to help
you engage your audience and polish
your presentation. Build self-confidence
while learning how to organize and
deliver interesting and relevant content
to your audience. Polish your articulation
neutralize local accent/dialect, and
work on breathing techniques. Develop
storytelling techniques that work and
engage your audience! Come dressed in
comfortable clothing, bring a notebook
and water. No prior speaking experience
necessary!
HPSC, 1 Monday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
October 12, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.
THE MUSIC OF
THELONIOUS MONK
with Lewis Porter at the piano, p. 4

NEW

Podcasting 101

Instructor: Lau Lapides
This class is geared for aspiring
podcasters or anyone that is thinking
about launching a podcast, also for
current podcasters that want to bring
their program to the next tier of their
career. Join us for a crash course that will
give you all the tools you need to start
planning and recording your own podcast.
You will become familiar with how to
best use a microphone, how to record
using software, how to adjust the sound
quality, and how to save your file in the
most useful format. Topics may include;
interviewing techniques, guest selection,
co-host prep, content, theme, time and
format.
HLIL, 1 Thursday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
September 24, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

Writing
Acting Skills for Business
Instructor: Lau Lapides
Business professionals want to learn the
trade secrets that stage actors and industry
pros know in the media and broadcasting
industry! Come learn the actors bag of
tricks geared specifically for corporate
presenters, sales professionals, customer
service personnel. Learn how to get a
leg up on the competition and get that
promotion. As analytical thinkers working
in quantitative ways our goal is to train
you to develop the highest level of soft
skills available, and apply these skills to
your work. Discover tools and techniques
to build confidence while strengthening
physical and vocal presence whether you
are presenting live, online, or by phone.
Engage and ignite your audience with
storytelling techniques that work and build
rapport while commanding presence!
Learn how to think fast on your feet
through improvisation and role-playing,
manage your physical and vocal message
by incorporating breathing and speech
technique and have fun discovering new
approaches to communicating in your
work. Come dressed in comfortable
clothing, bring a notebook and water. No
prior experience necessary!
HASB, 1 Thursday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
October 15, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

Speak the Speech! (Or How to
Give Your Own Ted Talk)
Instructor: Poornima Kirby
Do you have exciting and important
things to say, but aren’t sure how to say
them? Are you a little rusty at speaking in
public? Taught by a professional actress
and writer, this relaxed and welcoming
course will provide a laboratory in which
to dust off your inspired notions and give
them voice. We’ll explore the structure
of famous speeches by everyone from
Shakespeare to Martin Luther King, as well
as a variety of TED Talks. We’ll talk about
what makes a good topic, how to present
it with your unique perspective and
personal brand of humor, and we’ll learn
simple memorization and performance
tools that can help your words and ideas
shine.
HTDT, 1 Tuesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
October 6, Zoom, $40/Seniors $30.

Whether it originates from memory or
fantasy, takes shape as poetry or prose,
our expert writing staff will help you get
your word out.
NEW The Prose Poem:
A Writing Workshop

Instructor: Cathie Desjardins
Baudelaire defined the prose poem as a
form musical without rhyme or rhythm,
supple and jerky enough to adapt to
the lyric movements of the soul, to the
undulations of reverie, to the somersaults
of conscience. This supple and jerky form
can allow us to write about things we
haven’t been able to approach before
in wide, imaginative ways. We’ll look at
prose poems from the minds of diverse
poets (Claudine Rankine, Alan Shapiro,
Ada Limon, Danez Smith) to use them as
models for our own explorations. Expect
to leave with at least six breakthrough
prose poems. New and experienced
writers welcome.
WTPP, 6 Thursdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. Begins
October 1, Zoom, $120/Seniors $100.

Poetry Out Loud
Instructor: Poornima Kirby
Do poems and song-lyrics rattle around in
your head? Do you lose your keys and think
“the art of losing is not hard to master,”
(Elizabeth Bishop) or face a hard day by
telling yourself to “screw your courage to
the sticking place?” (Shakespeare) Poetry
can be a talisman, a war-cry, an invitation
to beauty, jokes, or justice. But learning
a poem by heart, and saying it out loud that’s ownership that we often don’t take.
This class is your chance! Whether you’re
a literary nerd or a poetry-phobe, you’ll
be welcomed into an exploration of some
really great poems, and learn powerful,
active techniques for committing them to
memory. We’ll watch and discuss video
clips of poetry delivered out loud; we’ll
read and discuss poems of different eras,
and different structures and cadences.
Each student will also get to pick out a
favorite poem or excerpt, work on it, and
deliver it to the group. This class is a great
way to sharpen memorization techniques
and public-speaking skills - but most of all
it’s a chance to explore language in a fun
and informal setting!
HPOI, 1 Tuesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
November 10, Zoom, $40/Seniors $30.

Memoir Writing
Instructor: Tom Daley
Memory is not an instrument for exploring
the past but its theatre.
— Walter Benjamin
Whether you intend to share your written
remembrances with family and friends
or a broader audience, you will find this
a collegial and supportive workshop in
which optional weekly exercises will help
you to transform the rich material of your
life into unique works of art, including
memoir pieces, personal essays and even
the beginning of a book-length memoir.
All work will be written outside of the
workshop and brought for a critique by
other participants and the instructor,
during which time techniques for better
writing will be explored. Bring nine
copies of something you have written
of a memoir nature—a journal entry, a
paragraph describing a relationship,
a letter recounting some memorable
incident in your life—to the first meeting
of the workshop. The piece should be 750
words or less.
WMEM, 8 Wednesdays, 4:00-6:00 pm.
Begins October 7, Zoom, $195/Seniors
$150.

Daytime Memoir Writing
Instructor: Tom Daley
Memory is not an instrument for exploring
the past but its theatre.
— Walter Benjamin
Whether you intend to share your written
remembrances with family and friends
or a broader audience, you will find this
a collegial and supportive workshop in
which optional weekly exercises will help
you to transform the rich material of your
life into unique works of art, including
memoir pieces, personal essays and even
the beginning of a book-length memoir. All
work will be written outside of the workshop
and brought for a critique by other
participants and the instructor, during which
time techniques for better writing will be
explored. Bring seven copies of something
you have written of a memoir nature—a
journal entry, a paragraph describing a
relationship, a letter recounting some
memorable incident in your life—to the
first meeting of the workshop. The piece
should be 750 words or less.
W2MEM, 8 Fridays,12:30-2:00 pm. Begins
October 9, Zoom, $195/Seniors $150.
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Fine Art
Poetry Writing Workshop
Instructor: Tom Daley
Poetry is not only dream and vision; it is
the skeleton architecture of our lives. It
lays the foundation for a future of change,
a bridge across our fears of what has
never been before.
— Audre Lourde
Poetry writing, largely, is a solitary
endeavor. This workshop will provide the
opportunity for poets, both beginning
and practiced, to share their work with
other poets in a collegial and supportive
environment. We will concentrate on
sharpening the impact of your poems
through careful consideration of their
strengths and their limitations. Optional
take-home writing exercises will give you
the opportunity to explore the myriad
forms poetry can take. Bring 10 copies of
a recent poem (no more than two pages
long) to the first session.
WPWW, 8 Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm.
Begins October 7, Zoom, $195/Seniors
$150.

THE PROSE POEM:
A WRITING WORKSHOP
with Cathie Desjardins, p. 13

Writing Short Form Poetry
Instructor: Tracy Marks
Cinquains, Clerihews, Landays! Whether
you have never written a poem or you
are an experienced poet, you can easily
express yourself creatively by writing
traditional short-form poetry of 2-6 lines.
In this course you will learn about and
write in eight different forms from all
over the world, many based on counting
syllables, and most non-rhyming. Have
fun discovering your talent for writing in
such forms as haikus, tankas, tanagas,
cinquains, shadormas, humorous
clerihews, and landays, the oral poetic
form of Afghan women.
WSTU, 5 Tuesdays, 6:45-8:45 pm. Begins
October 6, Zoom, $100/Seniors $85.
ARTS & CRAFTS CLASSES
FOR KIDS
p. 22
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In his book “The Art Spirit” American
painter Robert Henri writes, “To
apprehend beauty is to work for it.” LCE
invites you to work, apprehend, enjoy and
ultimately add to the beauty of the world
through our many art offerings.

Drawing is Thinking

NEW

Instructor: Annie Zeybekoglu
How often have you said, “I can’t draw!” ?
In this class, you’ll discover how accessible
drawing can be and how to express
your thoughts visually. Everyone knows
we each perceive our world differently.
Indeed, the way an artist thinks is revealed
in the way they draw. Through simple
exercises like “Connect the Dots” and
“What’s in a Doodle?”, as well as in
conversations about artistic trends, the
styles of well-known artists and a chance
to try out different drawing techniques,
you will learn to express your individual
views. In addition to shared weekly Zoom
sessions, you will have an opportunity to
get individual feedback on your visual
response to each lesson. As anyone who
has ever given a crayon to a child knows,
the urge to “make a mark” is instinctive.
As you explore the world of drawing and
what excites you, you will learn new ways
to express your unique vision.
HADT, 5 Thursdays, 10:00-11:30 am.
Begins October 1, Zoom, $85/Seniors $75.

Fundamentals of Drawing
Instructor: Susan Dahl
This course imparts skills you need for
drawing realistically. Both beginning
and experienced artists benefit from
the review of basic concepts such as
line, form, texture, and composition.
In addition to basic concepts and
depending on class interest, we will
cover landscape and perspective, figure
and portrait drawing, and drawing from
nature. Weekly sessions via Zoom will
provide time for drawing assignments
that make use of everyday objects in your
own home. Materials for drawing are
simple and readily available: you probably
already have a paper, a pencil or pen, and
an eraser. A list of additional, optional
supplies will be sent to each registrant.
AFOD, 8 Thursdays, 12:30-2:30 pm. Begins
September 24, Zoom, $165/Seniors $140.

781.862.8043
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NEW Drawing: Observation,
Property & Technique

Instructor: Linda Balek
Each session will cover different aspects
of drawing. We will examine property,
observation, technique and/or method
to make you a better artist. You will then
practice these lessons and skills by doing
an exercise to understand each lesson
better. The instructor will email you study
materials for you to print and use during
the lessons. Please have your drawing
utensils and paper ready before logging
into class, and position the camera from
your laptop, tablet or phone position so
that the instructor can see your paper.
AOPD, 4 Wednesdays, 10:00-11:30 am.
Begins October 7, Zoom, $65/Seniors $55.

Drawing and Painting
Portraits
NEW

Instructor: Emilia Farrell
We admire portraits that capture the
uniqueness of a person(s). Developing
a better understanding and practice of
drawing the structural building blocks
of a head and shoulders format are
the foundation and the vehicle for the
depiction of the characteristic features of
a sitter(s). Tailored to the individual needs
instructions will promote confidence
and skills’ development. Prior drawing
experience is helpful. Materials: Drawing
pad, H2 pencils, kneaded eraser, vine
charcoal, acrylic paints and flat and filbert
brushes any size.
APDP, 8 Tuesdays, 12:00-3:00 pm. Begins
September 29, Zoom, $235/Seniors $220.
NEW Abstract Drawing
and Painting

Instructor: Jessica Khamarji
Create outside the box of realism and
express yourself through Abstract Drawing
and Painting. This workshop offers a
mix of techniques and strategies for
making your own masterpieces. Skills like
gradients, patterns, textures, color theory,
and more will be shared with an emphasis
on finding your own style and aesthetics.
AADP, 6 Tuesdays, 7:00-8:30 pm. Begins
September 29, Zoom, $100/Seniors $80.

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

NEW

Open Painting Studio

Instructor: Linda Balek
Open Painting Studio instruction will be
given on an individual basis as we work
in a group on our individual projects.
The instructor will give guidance to each
while we paint together on our separate
projects/subjects. Instruction will be given
for composition, color theory, color mixing
and more. The class will be set up so that
the instructor can see everyone’s work and
be able to tailor the individual instruction
to what is being worked on. Pick your
artist medium that you wish to use. Before
class starts choose and send a photo(s)
of subjects you will be working on to the
instructor. Have paints and canvas set up
before class begins. Position your laptop
camera so that your work/canvas can be
seen.
AOPP, 4 Wednesdays, 10:00 am-12:00
pm. Begins October 28, Zoom, $85/
Seniors $75.
ART IN THE OPEN:
APPRECIATING PUBLIC ART
with Paul Angiolillo, p. 9

NEW Harvest and Celebrations in
the Chinese Brush Style

Instructor: Son-Mey Chiu
The exuberant summer has gone; now
come the festive seasons of harvest and
year-end celebrations. Come and learn
how to use the Chinese brush/graphic
technique to render fall and winter objects
such as corn and squash; chrysanthemum
and dragonfly; bittersweet and cardinal;
and amaryllis. We will begin with a short
practice of: Either: the basic strokes of
Chinese calligraphy which form the basis
of Chinese brush painting; Or: the basic
ink strokes of a bamboo painting. During
each lesson, students can first study the
real products from home (e.g. corn) or
to view the objects from photographs.
Then they can experiment with brush
methods for the renditions of painting
objects. Following a demonstration from
the instructor students will finish their
weekly painting with instructor guidance.
Beginning and returning students are
welcome.
ACBP, 4 Tuesdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
October 6, Zoom, $125/Seniors $105.

Watercolor
Instructor: Ivan Orlinsky
This class is for both beginners and
artists who have some experience with
watercolor. We will begin with an overview
of the history of watercolor as a medium,
successful watercolor painters from the
past and present and getting acquainted
with the materials and supplies we will
be using. Our first exercise will be laying
a flat wash. In subsequent classes we
will work on different techniques such
as wet on wet, value studies, layering,
mixing colors, what colors to include
on your palate, and a brief overview of
the qualities of water color paint such
as transparent, semi -transparent and
opaque. There will be a 20 minute warm
up exercise at the beginning of each class.
Please bring the following materials to
the first class: Paints: Cadmium yellow
deep; Lemon yellow; Cobalt blue; French
Ultramarine blue; Cerulean blue; Prussian
blue; Cadmium red; Vermillion; Burnt
Sienna; Yellow Ochre and Payne’s grey.
Brushes: Bring what brushes you have; I
recommend #8 #10 round and a one inch
flat. Paper: Good quality watercolor pad;
12” x16”. Palette: White china plate or
a butchers tray. Other supplies: Two or
three jars for holding water, Rags, paper
towel, an HB pencil, kneaded eraser.
Please bring a photo of your choice as a
reference to paint.
AWATE, 6 Mondays, 6:30-8:30 pm. Begins
September 14, Zoom, $135/Seniors $115.

Oil Pastel Studio
Instructor: Alma Bella Solis
Using oil pastels, you will produce
your own compositions, interpreting
subjects ranging from still life to human
figures. Drawing methods used in this
course include outline, contour, then the
creative strokes using the oil pastel sticks
in achieving perspective, proportion,
contrast, depth and dimension of the
subjects chosen. Oil pastels are waxy and
thick, the pigment being mixed with nondrying oil thus the thicker pad is used e.g.
Canson,Strathmore.
ACHR, 6 Wednesdays, 3:30-5:30 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $135/
Seniors $115.

Introduction to Acrylic Painting Daytime
Instructor: Donna Calleja
Learn the basics of working with acrylic
paints while creating original artwork.
For our first project we will learn basic
techniques such as color mixing,
composition, under painting and paint
application techniques while creating a
landscape painting from a photograph.
How to work in different painting styles
and subjects will be explored while
students follow their personal interests
in their second painting project. The
class will combine teacher demonstration
with work time devoted to individual
instruction. How to prepare canvas and
paper for painting and using acrylic in
mixed media work will also be covered.
Supply List for class - canvas or canvas
board (size range from 8 by 10 to 12 by 16
inches), Acrylic paint in tubes (Basic colors
– Titanium White, Yellow Hansa, Naphthol
Red, Ultramarine Blue, Burnt Sienna) or
any set of yellow, blue, red, white and
brown acrylic paints, disposable palette
paper, and acrylic artist brushes (small
round size 2 and 3 flats in size range of 2,
4, 6), 5 by 7 inches (or larger) color photos
of landscapes.
ADAC, 8 Thursdays, 10:00 am - 12:00
pm. Begins September 17, Zoom, $120/
Seniors $100.

Introduction to Felt Making
Instructor: Elizabeth Stubbs
If you have a felt making kit that you’ve
never managed to complete, this class
is for you and for adults with no previous
experience. Basic wet and dry (needle)
felting techniques will be learned through
weekly project assignments. Instruction
will be given and help will be available
during class time. Students will likely need
to work on their own between classes, and
are welcome to email the instructor. Each
student will receive a generous packet of
supplies. A materials fee of $30 is payable
directly to the instructor.
AFELT, 6 Mondays, 1:30-3:00 pm, Begins
September 21, Zoom, $95/Seniors $75.

AN INTRO TO
VIPASSANA MEDITATION
with Christine Sorrenti-Massaia, p. 34
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The following two classes are taking
place in person, in socially distanced
studio settings

Stone Carving Saturdays
(in Studio)
Instructor: Scott Cahaly
In this popular one-day workshop,
you’ll have the opportunity to carve
your own stone, an art form that is not
typically accessible. For beginners and
experienced sculptors alike, you’ll be
guided through the process of looking
into the rock for imagery, carving
into material, planning and forming a
sculpture, and using tools. Hand-carving
techniques will be demonstrated, and
stone carving lore will be discussed.
We’ll also touch upon safety in the
studio,and stone and tool sourcing. You
will leave with your stone sculpture in
hand. Please bring a bag lunch to class.
All materials will be provided. For more
class information please visit: www.
stonecarvingdust.blogspot.com
ASTN, 1 Saturday, 9:30 am-2:30 pm.
Meets September 19, Scott’s Stone
Carving, 80 Loomis Street, Bedford,
$160.
A2STN, 1 Saturday, 9:30 am-2:30
pm. Meets October 24, Scott’s Stone
Carving, 80 Loomis Street, Bedford,
$160.

Photography:
The Basics and Beyond

LexingtonCommunityEd.org

An Introduction to
Metalsmithing
Instructor: Karenna Maraj
Come and learn how to make beautiful
jewelry with an introduction to
metalsmithing techniques! You will be
guided the first day on basic techniques;
how to solder, saw, file, hammer, make
jump rings and findings. The next two
sessions will be spent using your new
skills to make bracelets, rings, earrings,
and pendants. We will use stamps, set
stones and learn wire wrapping, just to
name a few examples of skills. Silver is
available for a small additional fee. While
this class is geared toward beginners,
students with some previous experience
will work on perfecting skills and learning
new techniques. Class is limited to six
students. Please bring your reading
glasses if you wear them.
AITM, 3 Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. Begins
September 15, Karenna Maraj Jewelry
Collection, 95 Trapelo Road, Belmont,
$125.
APBB, 4 Tuesdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
September 22, Zoom, $88/Seniors $66.

Instructor: Scott Metzger
Great photographs are created through
the right mixture of angle, light, subject,
story, and spirit. In this class, we will stock
our photographic “tool box” through
studying the essential elements of
taking a great picture. We will explore
documentary, lighting, the rule of thirds,
camera and computer processing
equipment, and composition. We will
also examine ways to manage workflow
and the particulars of portrait, landscape
and commercial photography. By the
end of the class, students will feel more
comfortable with their ability to make a
stronger, more engaging photograph.
Please bring your camera to class.
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A3ST, 1 Saturday, 9:30 am-2:30 pm.
Meets November 21, Scott’s Stone
Carving, 80 Loomis Street, Bedford,
$160.
A4STN, 1 Saturday, 9:30 am-2:30 pm.
Meets December 19, Scott’s Stone
Carving, 80 Loomis Street, Bedford,
$160.

|

Lighting for Perfect Pictures

NEW

Instructor: Scott Metzger
Often the most memorable photos are
the most difficult to take. The lovely
sunset, your smiling family in shade
against a sunny backdrop, and many
other instances when the lighting can be
challenging. Sometimes a flash just isn’t
enough. In this class we will discuss the
different types of light, natural and studio,
and how they impact your photos. We
will address techniques to compensate for
less than perfect lighting including when
to light, how to adjust your exposure for
sunsets and the role of both on camera
and off-camera lighting.
APPH, 1 Thursday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
October 15, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

781.862.8043
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No matter where you travel in the world,
communication is the key to success. Our
courses are taught by instructors who
both speak well and teach well in multiple
languages.

Beginning English – Daytime
Instructor: TBD
The goal of this class is to help you get
started understanding and speaking
English. Along with the basics of grammar
and pronunciation, we will focus on talking
to other people in your neighborhood, at
work, at school, at restaurants and at the
doctor’s office. We will use textbooks and
videos and we will share stories from our
own experiences. We will laugh and have
fun while we work hard to build English
language skills.
LBEE, 8 Thursdays, 10:00 am-12:00 pm.
Begins October 1, Zoom, 4140/Seniors
$120.

Intermediate English – Daytime
Instructor: TBD
In this class we will continue to develop
our written and spoken English skills by
focusing on grammar and applying it in
our daily lives. This class assumes that you
have some basic English skills and are
interested in applying what you already
know and to continue developing your
skills.
LENG, 8 Thursdays, 12:30-2:30 pm. Begins
October 1, Zoom, $140/Seniors $120.

Intermediate/Advanced English
Instructor: Katelyn Natale
This course is for those who have studied
some basic English and who want to
improve their grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation, and conversation skills.
Grammar topics will include parts
of speech, simple present, present
progressive, and past tenses, and subject
and object pronouns. We will use a
textbook and worksheets, and we will
practice pronunciation, listening, and
conversation skills in class. This class will
improve your understanding of American
English, as well as your speaking and
writing skills. (Purchasing the textbook is
optional.)
LINE, 8 Wednesdays, 6:30-8:00 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $110/
Seniors $100.

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

Daytime English Conversation
Instructor: Ric Calleja
Have you studied English and perhaps
traveled or lived in an English-speaking
country, yet feel uncomfortable when
Americans use informal English? In
this class you will learn to understand
and make yourself understood dealing
with schools, landlords, neighbors and
government officials. Your confidence
will grow as we converse about daily life,
family, children, friends, shopping, travel
and what to see and do in the Boston
area.
LCOE, 10 Tuesdays, 12:30-2:30 pm. Begins
September 22, Zoom, $165/Seniors $145.

Beginning Spanish
Instructor: Marielle Racicot
This beginner course focuses on basic
communication in Spanish. Students
will develop communication skills that
include greetings and farewells, answering
the phone, ordering a meal, discussing
traveling and hotel accommodations,
and talking about recreation and sports.
Students will learn grammar usage
including regular and irregular verbs,
subject-verb agreement, progressive
tense, agreement of articles, nouns, and
adjectives in the context of discussion,
reading, and writing exercises.
LBGS, 8 Wednesdays, 7:00-8:30 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $115/
Seniors $95.
NEW Saturday Morning
Beginning Spanish

Instructor: Susannah Tesoriero
Spend your Saturday mornings with a
cup of coffee and a class that will cover
the fundamentals of learning the Spanish
language.
LSAS, 8 Saturdays, 9:30-11:00 am. Begins
September 26, Zoom, $115/Seniors $95.

Conversational Spanish
for Beginners
Instructor: Magnolia Rios
This class (for those who have a basic
knowledge of Spanish) will focus on
developing conversational skills through
oral and written exercises on a variety
of topics, working on pronunciation,
role-play, and practicing everyday
activities. Students will learn about

culture, how to construct phrases, ask
and answer questions, write short, weekly
compositions, to acquire confidence
making the language alive for them.
LSBC, 8 Wednesdays, 6:00-7:30 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $115/
Seniors $95.
NEW Conversational Spanish for
Intermediates

Instructor: Magnolia Rios
Bienvenidos! Join this lively Spanish
conversation class, led by an enthusiastic
native speaker , and move to the next
level on your language fluency. This class
is for students who wish to learn, practice
and increase their fluency and proficiency
of spoken Spanish. Each class will have
a topic of conversation that will provide
a framework for students to review and
strengthen grammatical structures, as well
as learning more about the culture of
Spanish-speaking countries.
LSPAI, 8 Wednesdays, 7:45-8:45 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $80/Seniors
$65.

respuesta es si, entonces este curso es
para Ud. Pasaremos una agradable hora
cada semana conversando sobre temas
que interesan a los participantes. Así
como pasa entre amigos que se reúnen
para conversar en un café. PD Este curso
requiere por lo menos un nivel intermedio
alto de entender y hablar el idioma
español.
LSCO, 10 Fridays, 10:30 am-12:00 noon,
Begins September 18, Zoom, $125/
Seniors $105.

Español Intermedio & Avanzado
a Través /Spanish Intermediate &
Advanced
Instructor: Ric Calleja
Este curso está orientado hacia
estudiantes que han llegado al nivel
intermedio o avanzado en español.
Usando poemas, cuentos, artículos sobre
temas de actualidad y por lo menos
una película, este curso lo ayudará a
desarrollar su vocabulario y su capacidad
de hablar, escribir y entender el idioma
español. This course is for students
who have reached the intermediate
or advanced level in Spanish. Using
poetry, stories, and current news articles,
this course will help you develop your
vocabulary, and your capacity to speak,
write and understand the Spanish
language.
LDII, 10 Thursdays, 10:00 am-12:00 pm.
Begins September 17, Zoom, $165/
Seniors $145.

La Hora del Café, Conversación
Abierta en Español
Instructor: Ric Calleja
¿Desea Ud practicar su español en un
ambiente relajado y amistoso? Si la

Susannah Tesoriero teaches Saturday Morning
Beginning Spanish, this page.

Beginning Italian
Instructor: Francesca Bellini
Learn the basics of the Italian language in
a fun welcoming environment! Our main
goal in this class will be the acquisition
of a basic knowledge of the language,
with special attention to the development
of the four linguistic abilities: listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. We will
use active class discussions, videos,
music, readings, and games to build solid
foundations for a lasting knowledge of
the language. “Nuovo Espresso 1, libro
dello studente e esercizi”, L. Ziglio, G.
Rizzo, Alma Edizioni, is the book we will
use in class. The book is available on-line
or at the I Am Books at 189 North Street,
Boston.
LBIT, 8 Tuesdays, 6:00-7:30 pm. Begins
September 29, Zoom, $115/Seniors $95.
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Advanced Beginning Italian

on pronunciation, simple vocabulary
and basic grammar. Students will learn
masculine/feminine, singular/plural,
adjectives, articles, possession, questions,
demonstrative adjectives, present tenses
of -ir and -re regular verbs, comparatives/
superlatives. Our focus is shared among
reading, listening, and oral exercises
for a well-rounded, dynamic learning
experience of everyday French. Please
purchase the college-level textbook
online or from a bookstore prior to the
first class: Contacts, Valette/Valette, 8th
Edition, with in-text audio CD if possible.
LBFI, 9 Thursdays, 12:30 - 2:30 pm.
Begins September 17, Zoom, $198.

Instructor: Francesca Bellini
This class is the ideal follow up to our
Beginning Italian class, or equivalent.
With each lesson you will sharpen your
basic knowledge of the language,
learning useful communication skills,
building vocabulary, and deepening
your grammar understanding. You will
have the opportunity to practice your
pronunciation, communication, listening,
reading and writing skills with active
exercises, readings and discussions.
“Nuovo Espresso 1, Libro dello studente e
esercizi”, L. Ziglio, G. Rizzo, Alma Edizioni,
is the book we will use in class along with
handouts provided by the instructor. The
book is available on-line or at the I Am
Books at 189 North Street, Boston.
LIAB, 8 Wednesdays, 10:00-11:45 am.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $135/
Seniors $115.

Beginner French II

Italian Conversation
Instructor: Francesca Bellini
This class is for students with intermediate
to advanced knowledge of the Italian
language. Here you will speak Italian and
only Italian! We will explore different
topics picking from the current news,
the Italian way of life, traditions, history
and Italian culture. In this class you will
have the chance to immerse yourself in
the modern Italian language in a fun and
engaging setting.
LDCO, 8 Wednesdays, 12:00-1:30 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $115/
Seniors $95.

Total Beginner French
Instructor: Maurice Bombrun
Total Beginner French is for students
and travelers with no or “forgotten”
French knowledge. The course introduces
basic pronunciation, grammar, and
vocabulary to build the foundation of
the language in a fun environment,
taking into consideration each student’s
requirements and questions. Students will
learn to communicate simple concepts
in French through numerous exercises.
Pronunciation, reading, listening and
speaking are the focus of the class for a
progressive learning experience. Please
purchase the college-level textbook
online or from a bookstore prior to the
first class: Contacts, Valette/Valette, 8th
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Uschi Kulmann teaches German Conversation,
facing page.

Edition, with in-text audio CD if possible.
LOBR, 9 Tuesdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
September 15, Zoom, $198.
LDBF, 9 Fridays, 9:30-11:30 am. Begins
September 18, Zoom, $198.

Beginner French I
Instructor: Maurice Bombrun
If you have some or long-since-forgotten
basic knowledge of French, this class is
for you. In the Beginner French I level
course, we will assume that some basic
concepts of pronunciation, grammar,
and vocabulary have been studied.
Students will get familiar with new
vocabulary, grammar rules, verbs, and
expressions through exercises to review
and build on the foundation with focus

781.862.8043

TRADITIONAL GREEK SWEETS
AND DESSERTS
with Helen Theodosiou, p. 27
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Instructor: Maurice Bombrun
If you have some or long-since-forgotten
knowledge of French, this class is for
you. In the Beginner II level course,
we will assume all basic concepts of
pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary
have been studied and acquired. We
will introduce new vocabulary, grammar
rules, verbs, and expressions through
exercises to expand your oral and written
knowledge and improve your ability to
understand and communicate with French
people, both orally and in writing. Our
focus is shared among reading, listening,
and oral exercises for a well-rounded,
dynamic learning experience of everyday
French. Please purchase the college-level
textbook online or from a bookstore
prior to the first class: Contacts, Valette/
Valette, 8th Edition, with in-text audio CD
if possible.
LBFR, 9 Tuesdays, 12:30-2:30 pm. Begins
September 15, Zoom, $198.

Intermediate French
Instructor: Maurice Bombrun
Intermediate French is for students
who have studied all basic concepts of
pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary.
The course quickly reviews the foundation
to build upon and expand the language
patterns and grammatical structures.
Vocabulary is enhanced further through
simple dialogues and conversation,
readings, writings, exercises and
translations. Verbs tenses are reviewed
and more are presented. Students
learn how to communicate with simple
sentences in applicable situations.

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

Spontaneous exercises are used to
reinforce knowledge and detect areas
for review. The college-level Contacts,
Valette/Valette, 8th Edition, and the
corresponding Student Activities Manual,
8th Edition, may be purchased online or
from a bookstore.
LDIF, 9 Thursdays, 3:30-5:30 pm. Begins
September 17, Zoom, $198.
LBF3, 9 Tuesdays, 9:30-11:30 am. Begins
September 15, Zoom, $198.
LINF, 9 Thursdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
September 17, Zoom, $198.

French Conversational Workshop
Instructor: Maurice Bombrun
In the French Conversational Workshop,
students learn how to maintain and
practice French to stay fluent and
improve conversational skills. The lessons
include conversation, pronunciation,
understanding, role/play, grammar and
translation to reinforce the learning
process. We focus on giving students
the opportunity to speak in French. We
use articles from the news, studentsubmitted documents and literature to
expose students to a variety of real-life
and everyday French language topics. No
textbook required.
LLFC, 9 Wednesdays, 7:00-9:00 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $198.
LFCW, 9 Thursdays, 9:30 - 11:30 am.
Begins September 17, Zoom, $198.

Saturday French Beginner II/
Intermediate
NEW

Instructor: Maurice Bombrun
If you have studied French basics or
have some or long-since-forgotten
knowledge of French, this class is for
you. In the Beginner II/Intermediate level
course, students have studied all basic
concepts of pronunciation, grammar,
vocabulary, present tense verbs. We will
review basic concepts and introduce new
vocabulary, grammar rules, past tenses,
cultural aspects, and expressions through
exercises. The goal is to expand your
oral and written skills and improve your
ability to understand and communicate
with French-speaking people. Students
will learn how to communicate with
simple sentences in applicable everyday
situations. The class focuses on reading,
listening, and oral exercises for a well-

rounded, dynamic learning experience
of everyday French. The college-level
textbook Contacts, Valette/Valette, 8th
Edition, may be purchased online or from
a bookstore prior to the first class.
LSFR, 9 Saturdays, 10:00 am-12:00 pm.
Begins September 19, Zoom, $198.

French Language and
Conversation Through Film
Instructor: Karen Girondel
Film transports us to another place,
another time and another life. Film
provides language learners with a rich
audio-visual context, along with dynamic
vocabulary, idiomatic expressions,
authentic dialogue, in addition to cultural
and historical references. This course will
feature presentation of vocabulary and
some key grammatical structures which
students will practice in the context of
the film, as well as open-ended exercises,
activities, discussions, and role-playing
designed to help them improve their
proficiency. Listening and speaking skills
will be emphasized in this class rather
than reading and writing. This course is
for you if you know some basic French,
understand some of what you hear when
spoken at a normal rate of speed, and
want the opportunity to speak in a context
that will encourage increased vocabulary
and grammatical accuracy without lists of
words and tedious written exercises.
LFFIL, 8 Tuesdays, 9:30-11:30 am. Begins
September 15, Zoom, $140/Seniors $120.
LHCC, 8 Tuesdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
September 15, Zoom, $140/Seniors $120.

Beginning German: For New
and Continuing Students
Instructor: Luci Mandl
While German has the reputation of
being a difficult language, this course is
meant to show you otherwise. Using real
life situations like shopping or a doctor’s
visit you will learn useful phrases to get
around and express yourself. Expect to
listen to recordings, to watch video clips,
and to engage in dialogue with your
fellow students. Basic grammar will be
introduced through reading and writing
exercises. Handouts will be provided.
Willkommen - welcome!
LBGE, 8 Wednesdays, 5:00-6:30 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $115/
Seniors $95.

NEW

German Conversation

Instructor: Uschi Kullmann
If your German speaking skills are a
bit rusty, this once a week hour long
session will give you a chance to practice
and polish them. The topic for each
week will be announced and emailed
a few days before the class. Topics
will focus on hobbies, family history,
childhood memories, travel experiences,
favorite foods, and current events. This
conversation class will only touch on
grammar when needed and will not
contain any written work.
LGEC, 6 Thursdays, 11:00 am-12:00 pm.
Begins Sept. 24, Zoom, $65/Seniors $55.

Beginning Hindi
Instructor: Reeta Pandy
This fun, friendly course proposes to
introduce the most widely spoken
language of South Asia to students
who have little or no prior knowledge
of Hindi. Students will be introduced to
the Devanagari writing system, however,
emphasis will be on speaking skills and
listening comprehension. Hindi songs from
contemporary Indian cinema will enhance
the conventional teaching materials.
Along with the language, students will
have exposure to Indian culture through
discussion about festivals and holidays.
LHIN, 8 Tuesdays, 10:00-11:00 am. Begins
September 29, Zoom, $85/Seniors $70.

Standard Arabic for Beginning
and Beyond Beginning Students
Instructor: Janet Atiyyat
Originating in the 6th century, the
Arabic language has become one of the
most widely spoken and recognizable
languages in the world today. Taught by
a native speaker, the Beginning class
will introduce modern conversational
Arabic using an interactive and practical
instructional method. Emphasis will be on
listening comprehension, vocabulary, and
speaking skills. The Beyond Beginning
class is for those who have taken the
Beginning level class or its equivalent.
LBAR, (Beginning), 8 Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30
pm. Begins September 22, Zoom, $165/
Seniors $145.
LBBA, (Beyond Beginning), 8 Thursdays,
6:30-8:30 pm. Begins September 24,
Zoom, $165/Seniors $145.
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Computers
Beginning Mandarin
Instructor: Hongxing Zhang
This course is designed for adults who
have no prior knowledge of the Chinese
language. It provides students with the
opportunity to work toward proficiency in
both spoken and written Mandarin at a
basic, everyday level. This course focuses
on building a working vocabulary and
developing a student’s conversational
language skills of speaking and listening,
while also familiarizing students with the
tools to read and write the language. This
course will be taught in a mix of English
and Mandarin, utilizing the ‘pinyin”
phonetic system as well as Chinese
characters.
LMAN, 8 Thursdays, 10:00-11:30 am.
Begins September 24, Zoom, $115/
Seniors $95.

From editing digital photos, to creating
your own web page, you are sure to find
something to match your ability and
interest.

Build a WordPress Website or
Blog from Scratch
Instructor: Fan Stanbrough
This course is a beginner class, designed
for people with no WordPress experience
and no coding knowledge. We will teach
you the most practical knowledge and
know-how to build a website quickly.
At the end of training, you will have the
skills to build a brochure (informational)
website, a blog, or maintain an existing
WordPress website. You also will learn
how to optimize the website to increase
the search visibility; and how to use
the social media sites to promote your
website. This class is ideal for people who
want to: quickly get a website in place for
a business idea, start a blog, show their
artist work, or already have a WordPress
website and want to learn how to maintain
and promote it.
CWDP, 6 Tuesdays, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
September 29, Zoom, $195/Seniors $175.

Buying & Selling on eBay
and Amazon
Instructor: Tracy Marks
Do you want to learn how to safely and
effectively sell items on eBay and/or
Amazon? In this workshop, taught by
an active Amazon seller and previously
certified eBay trainer/powerseller, we’ll
first cover how to safely buy and sell on
eBay. After focusing on how to search
for items, research prices, bid, and leave
feedback, we’ll spend most of class
learning to create and submit listings,
prepare photos, determine auction timing,
manage auctions, handle payment and
shipping, and deal with security issues and
non-responsive buyers. For the last class,
students will create eBay listings which
together we will constructively critique
and help improve. We will also cover the
quick and easy process of becoming an
Amazon Marketplace seller.
CBAY, 3 Tuesdays, 6:45-8:45 pm. Begins
September 15, Zoom, $75/Seniors $65.

iPhone Capabilities – Daytime
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Unlock the mysteries and wonderment
of the iPhone. Learn how to create an
Apple ID and how it is used. Never lose
your phone again by setting up Find My
iPhone. Learn about the built-in Apps and
how to install new ones. How to make Siri
understand you. Keep your iPhone safe
from prying eyes. And more…
CDPH, 1 Friday, 9:00 am-12:00 pm. Meets
September 25, Zoom, $42.

iPhone Capabilities – Part 2 –
Daytime
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Still feel like you are a beginner user of
your iPhone? Learn how to change the
settings, backup your phone, sync your
photos and music, never go over on data
usage again, shop on the Internet, learn
about fabulous apps that can make your
life easier.
CD2PH, 1 Friday, 9:00 am-12:00 pm.
Meets October 2, Zoom, $42.

Managing Your Photos – Daytime
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Photos, Photos, Everywhere! Photos on
your phone, photos on your iPad, photos
in your email, photos in your texts, photos
on your wall, photos on slides or photos
in a box. Your photos are everywhere.
Come learn how to organize them on your
computer so that you can find them and
even put them into albums to share.
CD2PIC, 1 Friday, 9:00 am - 12:00 pm.
Meets October 9, Zoom, $42.

Intro to Google Suite – Daytime
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to use Google Docs, Sheets
and Slides. Learn to share documents with
others and manage your Google Drive.
CDGSL, 1 Friday, 9:00 am-12:00 pm.
Meets October 16, Zoom, $42.

Musician Brice Kapel Zooms in for a French
Chanson Sing-Along, page 5.
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ESTATE PLANNING 101
with Rebecca O'Brien, p. 25

Intermediate Google Suite –
Daytime
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to use Google Forms, Google
Calendar, Google Maps, Google translate
and more...
CDGD, 1 Friday, 9:00 am-12:00 pm. Meets
October 23, Zoom, $42.

Organizing Your Computer –
Daytime
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to organize your files and
folders, manage the “My Documents”
folder, and backup your information.
Students must be familiar with the basics
of how to use a computer.
CDORG, 1 Friday, 9:00 am-12:00 pm.
Meets October 30, Zoom, $42.

Introduction to Microsoft Excel –
Daytime
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to use a spreadsheet
application and create graphs using the
data in your spreadsheets. Learn how to
use multiple worksheets and share the
data between worksheets. MS Excel is a
great tool for tracking numbers.
CDEX, 1 Friday, 9:00 am-12:00 pm. Meets
November 6, Zoom, $42.

PHOTO © KATHRYN COSTELLO

BUDGETING FOR SUCCESS
with Sumeit Aggarwal, p. 31

NEW Tricks of the Trade:
Being a Zoom Host

Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to use Zoom to schedule
and manage meetings. Learn how to
share screen(s), record meetings, save
chat, create polls, use breakout rooms
and more. Users must have the desktop
version of Zoom installed on their
computers and have registered for a Basic
(free) account.
CTRZ, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
September 23, Zoom, $42.

Artist Son Mey Chiu teaches Harvest & Celebrations in the Chinese Brush Style, page 15.

iPhone Capabilities

Introduction to Excel

Instructor: Kristen Butler
Unlock the mysteries and wonderment
of the iPhone. Learn how to create an
Apple ID and how it is used. Never lose
your phone again by setting up Find My
iPhone. Learn about the built-in Apps and
how to install new ones. How to make Siri
understand you. Keep your iPhone safe
from prying eyes. And more…
CIPH, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
September 30, Zoom $42.

Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to use a spreadsheet
application and create graphs using the
data in your spreadsheets. Learn how to
use multiple worksheets and share the
data between worksheets. MS Excel is a
great tool for tracking numbers.
CINX, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
October 28, Zoom, $42.

Intro to Google Suite
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to use Google Docs, Sheets
and Slides. Learn to share documents with
others and manage your Google Drive.
CGSL, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
October 7, Zoom, $42.

Intermediate Google Suite
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to use Google Forms, Google
Calendar, Google Maps, Google translate
and more...
CGDO, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm.
Meets October 14, Lexington High
School, Room 155, $42.

Introduction to LinkedIn
Instructor: Kristen Butler
The key to your success on LinkedIn
begins with a powerful and professional
presence. You must strategically write
your profile with your ideal client in mind
before you start connecting to maximize
the impact of your first impression online.
CLINK, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm.
Meets October 21, Zoom, $42.

Intermediate Excel I
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to import and link files, modify
charts, explore the different formulas and
more. Students must be familiar with the
basics of how to use Excel.
CIEX, 1 Wednesday. 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
November 4, Zoom, $42.

Understanding iPhone
Capabilities – Part 2
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Still feel like you are a beginner user of
your iPhone? Learn how to change the
settings, backup your phone, sync your
photos and music, never go over on data
usage again, shop on the Internet, learn
about fabulous apps that can make your
life easier and more..
C2PH, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
November 18, Zoom, $42.

Organizing Your Computer
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Learn how to organize your files and
folders, manage the “My Documents”
folder, and backup your information.
Students must be familiar with the basics
of how to use a computer.
CORG, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm.
Meets December 2, Zoom, $42.
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Courses for
Children
Managing Your Photos
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Photos, Photos, Everywhere! Photos on
your phone, photos on your iPad, photos
in your email, photos in your texts, photos
on your wall, photos on slides or photos
in a box. Your photos are everywhere.
Come learn how to organize them on your
computer so that you can find them and
even put them into albums to share.
CPHO, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-9:00 pm. Meets
December 9, Zoom, $42.

Each summer LCE’s Lexplorations
program offers wonderful creative
experiences that are anticipated and
warmly remembered throughout the
regular school year. Our Courses for
Children section aims to offer that
same no-stress environment filled with
opportunities for enrichment and fun.

Drawing Basics
for Grades 6-8
NEW

Instructor: Jessica Khamarji
Want to freshen up your drawing skills or
learn some new drawing strategies? In this
Drawing Basics workshop, we will review
some skills that can be used for everyday,
casual drawing. Drawing doesn’t have to
be a stressful task, but a way to observe,
reflect, express, and share. Activities will
be focused on observational drawing
styles, with some abstraction mixed in.
Supply list can be found on our website.
KATS, 4 Saturdays, 10:00-11:30 am. Begins
October 3, Zoom, $75.

Open Studio for Grades 6-8

NEW

Computer Consulting
“À la Carte”
Instructor: Kristen Butler
Computer consultant Kristen Butler
is available to meet and assist up
to two people in personalized
computer consulting. Want to fully
understand the iCloud and backup?
Want to make certain your devices
are synced? Want to know if you have
the proper updates and software
on your computer? Want to create a
photographic presentation or video
for a special occasion? These are
just a few items that Kristen can help
you with. Meetings will be held on
Zoom and the charge is $120 per
hour for up to two people. There is
a minimum of a two hour meeting.
To arrange a time with Kristen please
contact the LCE office at LCE@
lexingtonma.org.
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Instructor: Jessica Khamarji
This workshop is designed for kids to
choose their own art adventures. There
is a variety of 2D and 3D activities and
prompts for students to pick from,
individual and group support from an
artist/teacher, and studiomates to share
and help in the making process. The main
goal of this class is to offer time and space
for all of us to create in our own way.
Supply list can be found on our website.
KDBA, 4 Saturdays, 10:00-11:30 am.
Begins October 24, Zoom, $75.

Art Studio: Pastel and Charcoal
for Grades 2-6
Instructor: Alma Bella Solis
Using a combination of charcoal pencils
and chalks, or dry pastel pencils and chalks,
you will produce your own compositions,
interpreting subjects ranging from still
life to human figures. You’ll learn drawing
methods including outline, contour,
shading, blending, detailing and explore
perspective, proportion, and more. Class
size is limited to 7 students. Please check
the Lexington Community Education
website for a supply list for the class.
KPAC, 8 Tuesdays, 4:00-6:00 pm. Begins
September 15, Zoom, $220.

781.862.8043
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NEW Cracking Codes
for Grades 4-6

Instructor: Sarah Rebilas
What do Julius Caesar, Leonardo da Vinci,
Mary Queen of Scots, and the US Marines
have in common? Secret codes! Secret
codes have been in existence throughout
history... and so has code cracking! Join
this class to learn about cryptology: the
art of writing and solving codes. Discover
how letters, numbers, and symbols can be
encoded to create mysterious patterns.
Learn about ciphers and how to use
them for decoding; including the Caesar
shift cipher, pigpen cipher, book cipher,
and many more! You will even gain the
skills to design your own codes and send
secret messages to your friends. You will
be amazed by the elusive codes that still
have not been cracked to this day! BLF
DROO OLEV GSRH XOZHH! Materials to
be supplied by parents: notebook/lined
paper and pencil.
KCIC, 5 Tuesdays, 4:00-5:00 pm. Begins
September 22, Zoom, $49.

THE NIGHT SKY:
OUR PLACE IN THE UNIVERS
with Dr. Amanda Bosh, p. 4

The Art of Origami for
Grades 4-6
NEW

Instructor: Sarah Rebilas
Discover how to transform pieces of
paper into creative creatures and designs!
Origami is the ancient art of paper folding
that originated in Asia. You will have fun
making beautiful crafts through origami
shapes and objects, including masu
boxes and ninja stars. Learn how to bring
animals to life, such as hummingbirds,
bats, and jumping frogs. Through
patience and practice, you will acquire a
variety of techniques, from basic folds to
3D projects! Even better, you will gain the
skills to create more on your own. You’ll
be amazed at what you can create with
simple squares of paper!
KORI, 5 Thursdays, 4:00-5:00 pm. Begins
September 10, Zoom, $49.

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

IN PRAISE OF TEACHERS
with Taylor Mali, p. 5

Paper Crafting: Beyond Origami
for Grades 4-6

Calligraphy for Ages 10+
Instructor: Alma Bella Solis
Learn the timeless art of beautiful writing
in seven weeks using Uncial-Foundational
script. After a brief overview of the history
of calligraphy and the original scripts of
Western Calligraphy we will experiment
with spacing between letters, words,
and between sentences/verses and
paragraphs; and the proper angle in nib
usage. Students will write their favorite
poem, quotation, or any text of their
own choosing in Uncial-Foundational
script toward the end of this session.
Mastery can be achieved by a focus on
penmanship skills in both print and long
hand, as well as practicing and using
the skills learned in class. Please see the
LCE website for a list of supplies to be
purchased prior to the first class.
KCAL, 8 Thursdays, 4:00-6:00 pm. Begins
September 17, Zoom, $220.

Fiction Writing for 4th and
5th Graders
Instructor: Karen Day
Local children’s book author Karen
Day will lead fourth and fifth graders
through interactive writing exercises
as they explore how to start a fictional
story of their own. Students will learn the
importance of showing, not telling, and
why every book needs a strong, active
voice. No experience needed, just a good
imagination.
K2FIC, 3 Wednesdays, 6:00-7:30 pm.
Begins October 28, Zoom, $90.

© GERALDINE PETROVIC

Instructor: Sarah Rebilas
Get creative with paper! Join us to
discover the various types of paper
crafting beyond origami. Each session,
you will cut, weave, and layer paper
to create fun projects, such as slinkies,
bookmarks, and woven fish. You will
learn several techniques, such as paper
mosaics, Dutch iris folding, Japanese
kirigami, and more. You’ll love exploring
the intricate art of paper crafting!
KPRA, 5 Thursdays, 4:00-5:00 pm. Begins
October 15, Zoom, $49.

Master musician Adam Levin takes us on a tour of the music of Bach, page 9.

Fiction Writing for Middle
Schoolers
Instructor: Karen Day
Creating a strong narrative voice is one
of the most important ingredients in
fiction writing. In this workshop local
children’s author Karen Day will take
middle schoolers through the exercises
she does when creating dynamic fictional
characters. They will also explore plot,
setting and theme. Students will leave
with an understanding of how to create
a strong voice. They will also have the
beginnings of a story of their own.
KFIC, 3 Wednesdays, 6:00-7:30 pm.
Begins October 7, Zoom, $90.
NEW Tackling Time Management
for Teens Grades 8-12

Instructor: Maria Kieslich
School, job, violin practice, friends,
homework, sports and family! It’s
overwhelming and even for the most
organized teen, and not much fun to
figure out how to get it all done. This
course will introduce you to a bunch of
tools that can make it easier. At first we’ll
find out what is really important to YOU,
and how to cope with the other stuff.
We’ll also explore how you can leverage
the way you learn to be more effective in
time management. Then we get to the
nuts and bolts, and talk about calendars.
Finally you’ll learn a few ways to not
procrastinate. You’ll leave with a draft plan
for your next week, using the tools that
you found work best for how you think.
Please have available how you track your
week to class.

KTMT, 1 Saturday, 9:00-10:30 am. Meets
October 10, Zoom, $35.
KTM2, 1 Saturday, 9:00-10:30 am. Meets
November 7, Zoom, $35.
NEW Eye for Investing for
Grades 6-9

Instructors: Sumeit and Sanjay Aggarwal
Most of us hear stories about the ups
and downs of the stock market every
day, but do not fully understand the
basic principles of investing. We have
recreated the magic of Eye for Investing
camp for virtual delivery. Students will play
investing games in a group setting. We
will continue with camp traditions such
as daily deals and beat the stock market
game. Students will be introduced to the
investing landscape (stocks, bonds, crypto
assets, and much more) and the nuts and
bolts of stock investing. We will cover the
why, what, and how of investing, concepts
like investment goals, risk tolerance,
valuation metrics, portfolio diversification,
etc., strategies, and mechanics of
investing, as well as the risks inherent in
different investments. If you have a curious
middle or high schooler who is looking
to learn about investing wisely, this is the
program for them.
2AEYE, 6 Tuesdays, 4:30-6:00 pm. Begins
October 6, Zoom, $135.

BODY IMAGE: CHALLENGING
SOCIETAL NORMS
with Jamie Dannenburg, p. 33
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NEW Entrepreneur’s Kickstart for
Grades 6-9

Instructors: Sumeit and Sanjay Aggarwal
Apple co-founder Steve Jobs once
said, “Why join the navy if you can be a
pirate?”. If you are looking to learn the
skills you will need for a confident and
adventurous pirate life, this beginner
entrepreneurship class is for you. Students
will go on an entrepreneurship journey
starting from an idea and take it all the
way to pitching their business plan to the
entire class. Along the way, students will
play games and take part in activities to
learn the principles of entrepreneurship,
brainstorm and develop their own
business ideas, analyze the plan, build
their pitchbook, and present the business
plan to the class. Ships Ahoy!
This workshop will be co-taught by Sumeit
and Sanjay Aggarwal. They have written
this interactive class with a focus on
young entrepreneurs learning in an online
environment.
5PENT, 6 Saturdays, 10:30 am-12:00 pm.
Begins October 3, Zoom, $135.
NEW Reader’s Theatre: Macbeth
for Grades 6-12

Instructor: John Chamberlain
Whether you are preparing to study
Macbeth in 10th grade at LHS, or reading
it for curiously apropos political reasons,
or just for the pleasure of the pentameter,
encountering Macbeth makes for a
satisfying dramatic experience. This
approach will get us reading scenes aloud
together online, and discussing them
afterwards.
KMAC, 5 Thursdays, 7:00-8:30 pm. Begins
October 1, Zoom, $75.
NEW Learn Guitar in the Style You
Want to Play: Grades 7-12

Instructor: Robert Butler
Teacher guitarist Robert Butler welcomes
students of all levels and musical
interests to join our after-school guitar
group online. Learning in a relaxed yet
structured approach, students will develop
solid proficiency on their instrument while
building confidence gained through their
success at this long-term goal. We open
each session with a demonstration of a
specific guitar style where techniques and
applied practical theory are explained.
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Duke & Monk: LCE presents an opportunity to study the work of two American masters, pages 4 & 9. .

During class, each student will have
the opportunity to work on a song or
musical style of their choice. Included
genres: Classical, Rock, Blues, Ethnic
and Traditional Acoustic styles , Pop and
more. Mr. Butler emphasizes individual
instruction with each class. Students
should have an acoustic or electric guitar
and a notebook. All music charts and
diagrams are supplied as e-mail PDF files.
Please contact Mr. Butler (978)283-7186
with any questions that you might have.
KRG1, 5 Thursdays, 4:00-5:30 pm. Begins
September 17, Zoom, $135.
KRG2, 5 Thursdays, 4:00-5:30 pm. Begins
October 22, Zoom, $135.

Nous Parlons Francais!
Beginning French for Grades 1-3
NEW

Instructor: Stephanie Chiha
Learn the basics of French in a fun, weekly
meeting with Madame Chiha. This course
teaches French primarily through stories
and conversation. Each week a new
theme - such as animals, colors, numbers,
days of the week - will be investigated
to introduce vocabulary, grammar, and
conversation. Please purchase Workbook
prior to class. Other materials to reinforce
certain concepts will be provided by the
instructor. Supplies to be provided by
parents: Workbook: French: Elementary
- 100 Reproducible Activities (The 100+
Series) (ISBN-10: 1568226667 / ISBN-13:
978-1568226668), paper, pen or pencil.
KFR1, 10 Tuesdays, 4:00-4:45 pm. Begins
September 22, Zoom, $65.

781.862.8043
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NEW Nous Parlons Francais!
Beginning French for Grades 4-5

Instructor: Stephanie Chiha
Learn the basics of French in a fun, weekly
meeting with Madame Chiha. This course
teaches French primarily through stories
and conversation. Each week a new
theme - such as the seasons, the weather,
people and places in our community,
geography, - will be investigated to
introduce vocabulary, grammar, and
conversation. Other materials to reinforce
certain concepts will be provided by the
instructor. Supplies to be provided by
parents: Workbook - French I, Grades K - 5
(Skill Builders) ISBN-10: 1936023180 /
ISBN-13: 978-1936023189, paper and pen
or pencil.
KFR3, 10 Wednesdays, 4:00-4:45 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $65.
NEW Nous Parlons Francais!
Continuing /Intermediate French
for Grades 4-5

Instructor: Stephanie Chiha
Learn the basics of French in a fun,
weekly meeting with Madame Chiha. This
course is for students who have acquired
a basic knowledge of French. Students
will deepen their understanding of the
language in a practical and fun way,
develop their oral and written skills, and
discover French culture. Other materials
to reinforce certain concepts will be
provided by the instructor. Supplies to
be provided by parents: Workbook: The
Everything Kids’ Learning French Book
ISBN-10: 1598695436 / ISBN-13: 9781598695434, paper and pen or pencil.
KIFR, 10 Wednesdays, 4:45-5:30 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $65.

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

Parenting
Perspectives
Sharenthood

Gary Goolkasian teaches Dungeons & Dragons for
Middle Schoolers, this page.
NEW

Math Olympiad for Grades

Instructor: Witold Biedrzycki
Study Math with an International
Mathematical Olympiad medalist! In order
to succeed at contests such as AMC,
students need to learn about topics and
techniques which are seldom covered in
high school courses. For example, mean
inequalities, Jensen’s inequality, Lagrange
multipliers, various triangle geometry
theorems such as Ceva’s and Stewart’s
theorems, modular arithmetic, Chinese
remainder theorem, Diophantine equations
and more! We will cover both the theory
and applications to problem solving. These
sessions are geared for 11th and 12th
Graders, but mathematically ambitious 9th
and 10th Graders are also welcome.
KMAO, 8 Wednesdays, 6:30-8:00 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $120.

Instructor: Leah Plunkett
Our children’s first digital footprints are
made before they can walk even before
they are born as parents use fertility
apps to aid conception, post ultrasound
images, and share their baby’s hospital
mug shot. Then, in rapid succession come
terabytes of baby pictures stored in the
cloud, digital baby monitors with builtin artificial intelligence, and real-time
updates from daycare. When school starts,
there are cafeteria cards that catalog food
purchases, bus passes that track when
kids are on and off the bus, electronic
health records in the nurse’s office, and
a school surveillance system that has
eyes everywhere. Unwittingly, parents,
teachers, and other trusted adults are
compiling digital dossiers for children that
could be available to everyone friends,
employers, law enforcement forever. In
this incisive book, Leah Plunkett examines
the implications of “sharenthood” adults’
excessive digital sharing of children’s
data. She outlines the mistakes adults
make with kids’ private information, the
risks that result, and the legal system that
enables “sharenting.” Leah Plunkett
describes various modes of sharenting
including “commercial sharenting,”
efforts by parents to use their families’

private experiences to make money and
unpacks the faulty assumptions made by
our legal system about children, parents,
and privacy. She proposes a “thought
compass” to guide adults in their decision
making about children’s digital data: play,
forget, connect, and respect. Enshrining
every false step and bad choice, Plunkett
argues, can rob children of their chance
to explore and learn lessons. The Internet
needs to forget. We need to remember.
SLEAS, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
October 6, Zoom, $25.

Estate Planning 101
Instructor: Rebecca O’Brien
Come learn the basics about wills and
estate planning. We will discuss wills,
durable powers of attorney, health care
proxies, living wills, setting up trusts, how
to appoint a guardian or conservator for
minor children if needed in the future, and
basic strategies for saving on estate taxes.
Bring your questions!
BWIL, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Begins
October 13, Zoom. $30/Seniors $25.

CLASSES TO HELP PLAN
FOR COLLEGE
p. 26

Dungeons & Dragons for
Middle Schoolers
Instructor: Gerry Goolkasian
This ever popular game of logic and
imagination begins with the creation
of characters with the rolling of dice.
You and your collaborators guide your
characters through an imaginary journey
encountering exciting adventures along
the way. Your journey is referred to as a
“campaign” which is creatively structured
like the plot of a good book by one player
known as the Dungeon Master. This player
is usually a more experienced player. In
Week 1, we will begin taking requests to
write and run campaigns, and then create
characters. After that our imaginations
will guide us onward. Both experienced
players and beginners are welcome.
KCDD, 6 Mondays, 3:30-6:00 pm. Begins
November 2, Zoom, $105

Leah Plunkett teaches Sharenthood, this page.
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Test Prep/College
Planning
Driver Education – Registration for
Driver Education programs is now Online.
Instructor: CS Driving School
A complete driver’s education program
(Zoom classroom and behind-thewheel lessons) is available through LCE.
Students must be at least 15.9 years old
to begin the program. Please see the LCE
website at www.lexingtoncommunityed.
org for details and dates. The cost for the
course is $770. To register for upcoming
Lexington Community Education Driver
Education classes:
Go to: http://csdriving.com/locations.html
Select “Lexington High School,” click
“Enroll,” complete the registration
process, submit you payment.
NEW

International College Options

Instructor: Sharon Olofsson
If you have a high school student
beginning the college search process, you
may want to consider universities outside
the United States. In this workshop we
will discuss the pros and cons of earning
a bachelor’s degree overseas, a cost
comparison of various countries, the right
type of student for college abroad, and
the admissions process as well as select
universities in Canada, the U.K., and
Europe.
PECA, 1 Wednesday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
September 30, Zoom, $25.
NEW

Acing Your College Interview

Instructor: Dr. Leah Abraham
This class will be a 90 minute college
interview preparation session. After a
general few minutes on how interviews
work, we’ll cover appearance, manner,
likely questions, and good subjects to share
with your interviewer. The goal will be to
familiarize attendees with common interview
formats and help get the student ready
to answer questions they may encounter
as they apply to colleges. The instructor
will “act” sample “exciting / engaging”
student responses and some “lackluster”
responses. In-session questions from
participants will also be answered as
time allows. Target Audience—Juniors or
Seniors planning to go to college.
PACE, 1 Friday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
September 18, Zoom, $19.
P2AC, 1 Saturday, 3:00-4:30 pm. Meets
September 19, Zoom, $19.
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SAT TEST PREP
Math SAT Prep

Finding The Right Fit:
The College Admissions Process

Instructor: Chris Doucette
In SAT Math, students will review
mathematical operations and learn test
strategies necessary for success on the
SAT. Required Text for class: The Official
SAT Study Guide published by the
College Board. Class will meet on 9/21,
10/5, 10/19, 10/26, and 11/2.
P2SAM, 5 Mondays, 6:15-8:45 pm. Begins
September 21, Zoom, $200.

Instructor: Aaron Ladd
Looking to find the right school for your
child or obtain merit money? We will
show you how to choose the school that
is the right fit for your child as we walk
you through the admissions process.
Learn about how merit money works and
what you can do to better your position
even if you are not a top student. This
class is particularly important if your
student is at the top of the class, has
learning disabilities, is an athlete, or is
average. The past several years have
seen significant change in the college
admissions process; Standardized testing
has shifted, timing for Financial Aid has
accelerated, and admissions have become
more competitive. Learn why starting
the process early can offer significant
advantages. College Solutions has over 30
years of experience in college placement
and financial aid. For adults only. The $25
tuition is for two adults in the household.
PFIT, 1 Thursday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
September 10, Zoom, $25.

ACT Prep for the December Exam
Instructor: David Bell
The ACT is one of the two major college
admissions tests used by colleges and
universities in the US. There are four
required components of the ACT—
English, Math, Reading, and Science.
There is also an optional Writing test. In
this class we will review all components of
the ACT exam.
PCOL, 10 Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm.
Begins August 19, Zoom, $335.
P2COL, 10 Tuesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm.
Begins September 29, Zoom, $335.

Semi-Private Practice
College Interview
NEW

Instructor: Dr. Leah Abraham
This is a chance for students to practice
an interview and get feedback on their
question responses individually (reserve
both “seats”) or in pairs. Meetings will be
held on Zoom and will last for 30 minutes.
They can occur from September 19, 2020
to October 30, 2020. To arrange a time
please contact the LCE office at LCE@
lexingtonma.org.
PIND2, $59 – for one slot in a two person
session
PIND, $118 – for an individual session

You Can Afford College If...
Instructor: Donald Anderson
If… you plan in advance; you understand
the financial aid process; and you act
early enough to be successful. Financial
aid goes to the families who plan in
advance—ideally before December 31 of
the child’s sophomore year of high school.
This course will teach you the concepts
and strategies that will help you maximize
your financial aid by understanding the
process, and how implementing strategies
may increase a family’s eligibility even
if you have a “high income” or own
a business. The greatest amount of
financial aid goes to the families who act
in the years before college. Remember:
procrastination equals less financial aid.
All schools are not alike, so it is important
to know your options and opportunities.
A free financial aid analysis will be
available to all attendees. Tuition is $25
for two adults in the household. For more
information please visit our website at
www.collegefundingadvisors.com.
PMFA, 1 Thursday, 6:30-8:30 pm. Meets
October 1, Zoom, $25.

Test Prep and College Planning classes, this page.
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Cooking
The College Admissions Game
Instructor: Aaron Ladd
Your GPA doesn’t tell the whole story—all
your unique attributes go into your college
application. Resolve to start preparing
now for a bright future. Come to learn how
parents and students can plan to succeed
at the college admissions game. Learn
how the most selective colleges think
about choosing students vs less selective
colleges. This session is particularly
important for athletes, artists, top students
and students with learning differences. The
$25 tuition is for an adult/student pair or
two adults in the household.
PADM, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
September 22, Zoom, $25.

Navigating the Student-Athlete’s
College Search & Sports
Recruiting Process
Instructor: Nicholas Michael
Assisting college bound student-athletes
has become more complex in recent years.
While getting into the best college remains
the same objective for all students, the process and timetable are quite different. Research shows that being a student-athlete,
regardless of gender or sport, increases the
chances of being accepted into college.
This course will educate parents of 9th, 10th
and 11th grade student-athletes to manage
this process and leverage their child’s athletic ability to increase a student’s choices
and the likelihood of being accepted.. The
underlying premise of our approach is to
identify and focus on the preferences of
the individual student-athlete and then
matching these preferences with colleges
which share the same attributes. The
coaches and admissions offices of these
selected colleges become the target of an
outreach email campaign written to make
each school aware of your child’s interest
and abilities. Maintaining this communication plan increases the likelihood of
your child being recruited and, ultimately,
accepted. This course will prepare parents
and students to make objective, fact-based
decisions using case studies to demonstrate successful outcomes and will identify
action items required to successfully navigate the academic and athletic aspect of
the sports recruiting process. Please note
that tuition is for an adult/student pair. =
New York Times, 9 January 2011
PNSA, 1 Wednesday, October 7, 6:30-9:00
pm. Zoom, $40 per adult/student pair.

NEW Okonomiyaki: Japanese
Savory Pancake

Instructor: Debra Samuels
Often called Japanese Pizza this savory
pancake is chock full of vegetables with
options for seafood and pork and is a big
hit for young and old alike. Debra Samuels
will show you how to make 2 different
pancakes and the special topping sauce.
A fun meal to share with friends and
family. Debra Samuels is the author of “My
Japanese Table: A Lifetime of Cooking
with Friends and Family.”
NOKO, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-7:30 pm.
Meets October 21, Zoom, $65
NEW

Let’s Make Chirashizushi

Instructor: Debra Samuels
Join Debra Samuels as she takes you
through the steps to make this classic
sushi rice, seasoned vegetables and
seafood dish. A kaleidoscope of color
this is basically a deconstructed sushi roll
without the fuss of rolling and molding
shapes. You will learn how to properly
cook and season the rice and prepare
each topping and scatter throughout the
seasoned sushi rice to make a delectable
melange of flavors and spectacular
display. Debra Samuels is the author
of “My Japanese Table: A Lifetime of
Cooking with Friends and Family.”
NLMC, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-7:30 pm.
Meets October 7, Zoom, $65.

NEW

Traditional Greek Dishes

Instructor: Helen Theodosiou
As it has been more challenging to travel
this year and experience other cultures
and cuisines, savor the flavors of the
Mediterranean from your own couch
or kitchen! In this cooking class, we will
prepare and cook two signature Greek
dishes. First, we will make spinach pie
(spanakopita). You will learn about the
different types of filo pastry and how to
work with filo - which is easier than you
might think! Next, we will also prepare
and make stuffed peppers with rice,
a satisfying and nourishing traditional
Greek dish. We will make tzatziki which
can be served with the peppers or as an
appetizer (meze). Since this is an online
cooking class, and you will be able to
watch from the comfort of your own
home, you may want to prepare one of
the dishes along with the instructor, as she
cooks from her kitchen. An ingredients
list will be sent to participants ahead of
time. Join Helen as we imagine being
transported to the warmth of the Aegean
and to the enticing aromas of Greece.
NGRE, 1 Wednesday, 5:00-7:00 pm. Meets
September 16, Zoom, $45.

PLATO'S REPUBLIC
with Ilhan Zeybekoglu, p. 8

BibimBap and Spicy Miso
Dip with Fresh Cabbage

Traditional Greek Desserts
and Sweets

Instructor: Debra Samuels
Korea’s classic rice dish with colorful
toppings of vegetables, meat (or tofu).
Debra Samuels will teach you how to
make each of the savory toppings and
construct this beautiful and healthful dish.
Learn how to properly cook the rice and
toppings and create your own bibimbap.
The tasty Miso Dip and Cabbage
appetizer is a winner. Debra Samuels is
the co-author of:”The Korean Table.”
NBIB, 1 Wednesday, 6:00-8:00 pm. Meets
October 14, Zoom, $70.

Instructor: Helen Theodosiou
Nothing satisfies the senses and a sweet
tooth more than the visually inviting and
delectable taste of Greek sweets. Join
Helen Theodosiou in making these
classic Greek treats. We will work with filo
to prepare and make baklava, a popular
Greek pastry with walnuts and cinnamon.
We will also make Greek shortbread
(kourabiethes) and if time permits, a
popular quick and easy yogurt, walnut and
honey treat often served in restaurants
and homes throughout Greece. Since this
is an online course, you will be able to
watch from the comfort of home and if you
choose, prepare one of these sweets from
your own kitchen. An ingredient list will be
sent to participants ahead of the class.
NDES, 1 Wednesday, 5:00-7:00 pm. Meets
September 23, Zoom, $45.

NEW

Information regarding recipes or
recommended/ required ingredients for our
cooking classes can be found in the online
course descriptions.

NEW
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NEW Lockdown Lunches for
Healthy Bones

Instructor: Helen Theodosiou
Helen is a yoga therapist certified by Dr
Loren Fishman to teach his evidencebased yoga program for combating
osteoporosis. The Yoga for Bone Health
course she teaches incorporates whole
foods nutrition, principles of Ayurveda
and lifestyle choices for building and
maintaining healthy bones. Along with
this regular yoga program, the key to
good bones can be found in your pantry.
During the lockdown Helen started an
online cooking class for her students
using nutrient dense pantry staples
supplementing with fresh produce. These
four one-hour cooking sessions are based
on those classes. A different lunch will be
prepared each week, looking at how best
to manage calcium intake and combine
and prepare whole foods for optimal
absorption of nutrients that support bone
health. Since this is an online cooking
class, an ingredient list will be received
ahead of the class, and if participants
choose, can prepare their lunch for the
day from their own kitchen while watching
the class.
NLDL, 4 Fridays, 12:00-1:00 pm. Begins
September 25, Zoom, $95.
NEW

The Plant-Based Kitchen

Instructor: Linda Sheehan
Let’s talk about plants! Whether you’re
curious about making the switch to
an entirely plant-based diet, or you’d
simply like to incorporate more plantbased meals into your routine, having a
well stocked kitchen and pantry and a
few simple techniques in your toolbox
is essential! While diets make lots of
promises, there is no disputing that
we all benefit from incorporating more
whole, unprocessed plant foods into our
lives. A Whole Food Plant-Based diet
is the only one proven to prevent and
reverse heart disease and impact cancer
promotion and progression. Despite the
overwhelming research, we get lost amid
a storm of media confusion surrounding
diet choices—high fat, low carb, high
protein—and myths abound. Food
choice is embedded in our culture, in our
history and in our habits, and plant-based
eating can feel unfamiliar. This session
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will show you what a plant-based diet
really looks like and share tips for making
simple changes that will bring the most
nourishing, delicious food on the planet
onto your plate!
NLTP, 1 Monday, 6:30-8:30 pm. Meets
October 5, Zoom, $30.

NEW Cooking Quick, Simple,
and Fresh

Deb Samuels teaches BiBimBap and Spicy Miso Dip
with Fresh Cabbage, page 27.

NEW The Camellia Sinensis Plant:
The History & Lore of Tea

Simple Curries
Instructor: Shruti Mehta
For the Indian food aficionados the word
Curry conjures up images of vegetables,
lentils or meats in buttery, colorful and
aromatic gravy. However, many people shy
away from making curries as they believe
that it takes too much time and effort, or
it does not look like what they have eaten
in the restaurant. If you are new to Indian
cuisine and would like to introduce your
family and children to the exotic flavors
of a good curry…this class is for you.
Buckle up and get ready to cook. We will
prepare three different kinds of savory and
spicy curries like Palak Paneer (Spinach
and homemade cheese cooked with
onion, ginger, chilies and spice, drizzled
with cream), Potatoes Rajasthani (highly
spiced potatoes with gravy, and Curried
Black-eyed beans cooked in an onion,
tomato gravy. These curries will be served
with aromatic saffron rice with nuts, and
garlic naan (store bought bread garnished
with garlic butter and chili powder).
NCUR, 1 Thursday, 6:00-8:00 pm. Meets
October 15, Zoom, $60.

781.862.8043
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Instructor: Elissa Goldman/Nutrition
By Elissa LLC
In this 60-minute virtual cooking demo
facilitated by local Registered Dietitian
Nutritionist, Elissa Goldman, participants
will learn how to prepare three simple and
delicious no-cook recipes that have heart
healthy components and ingredients. Class
includes a cooking demonstration for each
recipe where participants can cook along
from their own homes or watch and enjoy
the show. During each recipe, Elissa will
include nutritious tips throughout. The
recipes include: a roasted red pepper and
hummus wrap, overnight oats, and sweet
& savory toasts (pesto tuna and peach &
pistachio). Upon registration, participants
will receive the recipe handouts to prepare
the recipes at home.
NQSF, 1 Wednesday, 7:00-8:00 pm. Meets
October 28, Zoom, $30.

Instructor: Paul Angiolillo
Perhaps no other plant has influenced
the history of the world so much as the
camellia sinensis plant--tea. From China,
Japan, India, and Ceylon, to Russia,
England, Morocco, Ireland, and the
United States, tea has played a major
role in trade, politics, technology, and
the arts. When the West discovered the
“elixir of the East,” with its rejuvenating
and stimulating qualities, it changed
everything: social mores (tea gatherings,
tea time), arts and crafts (porcelain,
silverware, tea caddies and services),
technology (pottery-making), trade
(clipper ships), work habits (the Industrial
Revolution), and politics (the American
War of Independence). As the English
writer Samuel Johnson quipped: “Tea’s
proper use is to amuse the idle, relax the
studious, and dilute the full meals of those
who cannot use exercise.” So brew up one
or more of your favorite teas, have your
questions ready, and join us for a lively
slideshow, talk, and discussion about the
world’s most-popular drink: its rich history
and lore, varieties, and the art of brewing
a perfect cup.
NTEA, 1 Wednesday, 6:30-8:00 pm. Meets
October 14, Zoom, $25.
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Home, Hobbies
and Travel
Residential Addition 101
Instructor: Nancy Dickinson
If you have been thinking of adding
onto your house, but don’t know where
to start, this one night class is for you!
Nancy Dickinson, Principal at Dickinson
Architects in Concord will give an
overview of the design and construction
process for residential additions and
renovations. The class will review
zoning and septic issues, programming,
budgeting, whether to “move or stay”,
the architectural process, contractor
selection, permitting and what to expect
during construction. Time will be allowed
for questions about your specific project.
FRES, 1 Tuesday, 6:30-8:30 pm. Meets
September 22, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

Home Downsizing 101
Instructor: David Lenoir
Are you an empty nester? Do you need
to help aging parents with their housing
options? Or do you just need a smaller
home? The prospect of downsizing raises
many questions, and this session will
address the pros and cons of different
strategies. For example, what to do with
years of belongings; buying vs. renting
your next home; selling your current
home or renting it out; understanding
home values locally as well as in different
towns/states. We will also explore housing
options such as: single family homes,
condos, adult communities, full-service
amenity buildings and more. A local
realtor will lead the discussions.
FDOW, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Meets
September 15, $25/Seniors $20.

HOME BUYING AND HOME
SELLING
with Jeremy Richman, pages 32 & 33

Auto Repair for Everyone
Instructor: Bruce Gerry
Get a general overview of major systems
of an automobile from an experienced
mechanic and instructor who can make
all things automotive both fun and clear.
With this information you’ll be better
able to diagnose problems, perform
basic maintenance, and deal competently
and knowledgeably with mechanics.
We will cover basic maintenance and

troubleshooting ignition, charging,
cooling, fluids, electrical, brakes and
exhaust systems. We’ll also discuss
common problems encountered with
any vehicle. Please note: This is a
lecture/demonstration class loaded with
information.
FCAR, 3 Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm.
Begins Sept. 23, Zoom, $65/Seniors $55.
NEW

Mindful Walk and Sit-Spot

Instructor: Barbara Tarrh
Give your tired eyes and fractured
attention a break with a combined
mindful walk and meditative sit-spot in
the woods. After some light stretching,
we’ll practice a few breathing techniques
and then head out for a slow meander
on one of the trails in the woods near the
Diamond Middle school. Brief sensory
activities will cultivate a level of enhanced
awareness, and bring a sense of calm to
your day. Our walk will include a stop or 2
(or 3) to observe some seasonal marvels,
as well as a 10-15 minute silent seated
meditation. Masks should be worn during
our time on the trails, but can be removed
during breath exercises and our sit-spot,
provided we have the space to socially
distance ourselves. There is unfortunately
no restroom access at this site. Clothing
that is appropriate for the weather is a
must. Sturdy shoes recommended. The
instructor will provide foam blocks for
sitting. Heavy rain or lightning will cancel.
MW&S, 4 Fridays, 9:30-10:45 am. Begins
September 11, Meeting location to be
sent upon registration. $48/Seniors $35.
NEW

learning more about this country’s
cultural gems.
BCBA, 1 Thursday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
October 29, Zoom, $35.

Smart Planning for
European Vacations
Instructor: Wim Nijenberg
Learn to book the best possible
products and services - air, hotel, ground
transportation and sightseeing - from
an expert with decades of experience.
Whether traveling individually or with
a tour or cruise, become aware of the
many discounts in Europe and avoid
missed opportunities. Even if you’ve
already made your arrangements, you
can still benefit from this informationpacked evening. Participants receive
access to Travel to Europe two proprietary
websites—the Simplify Planning your
European Vacation tutorial, and the
Europe Vacation Resource Center for 19
countries. You also receive your family’s
personal Europe Vacation Discount Pass.
FEUR, 1 Thursday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Meets
October 29, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

Meet the Real Cuba!

Instructor: Laura Quincy Jones and Yasser
Torriente-Rodríguez
There’s more to Cuba than old cars and
cigars. If you’re planning a trip there
or are just curious about the culture,
join us. We’ll discuss how to initiate the
travelling process and what is and is
not legal when you’re there. You’ll learn
about how Cubans manage day-to-day
challenges with resourcefulness and
resilience. We’ll view select samples of
Cuban artwork—from museum pieces to
street murals—and you’ll hear about art
tours, our instructor’s speciality. If you’re
not planning a trip to Cuba, you can still
experience its sights and sounds from the
comfort of our classroom, and appreciate

Paul Angiolillo teaches The Camellia Sinensis
Plant:The History & Lore of Tea, page 28.
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Business
and Career
Our Financial Courses are not intended
to substitute for individual financial
counseling or advice. Neither LCE or
the Lexington Public Schools may give
specific advice on personal investments.

Cause After A Pause
Fall Cohort
NEW

Neil Kutzen teaches Better Memory for Business People and Students, this page.

Instructor: Stephanie Wolk Lawrence
The Cause After A Pause Fall Cohort will
provide a deep dive into the Greater
Boston nonprofit job market with an
emphasis upon recognizing the best role
given your skills and interests, making
new strategic professional connections,
following funding trends, and identifying
strong fiscal NPO management that
indicate hiring opportunities. Topics will
include tailoring your resume and letters
of interest for specific opportunities, and
effectively identifying and communicating
your passions, talents, and add value.
Join the cohort and become a member
of a community of career relaunchers and
pivoters with a shared commitment to
purpose-driven work.
BWNP, 3 Tuesdays, 7:00-8:15 pm. Begins
September 29, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

Things to Think About
Before Getting a New Puppy

Help With The Puppies.
Zoom Dog Training Workshop

Better Memory for Business
People and Students

Instructor: Christine Macdonald
Are you getting a new pup and need
advice on how to set up your home
for your new addition? Looking for
information on what books to read,
crate training, and what toys to buy? Or
are you thinking of getting a dog, and
would like to talk to a dog trainer before
taking the plunge. Join us for a one
hour informational about new puppies
and what to expect. Meet Christine
Macdonald, local dog trainer, Canine
Good Citizen Evaluator, and Therapy Dog
Evaluator. Christine teaches classes at
Loyal Companion as well as privately and
has been a longtime volunteer and board
member with Pets & People Foundation.
Her current four-legged crew consists of
two Standard Poodles, Mercedes Ann and
Alberta Rose, both Therapy Dogs, and
June Bug a Border Collie mix. Christine
will give you an opportunity to submit
questions she can address during the
workshop.
FT2T, 1 Thursday, 6:30-7:30 pm. Meets
September 17, Zoom, $29.

Instructor: Christine Macdonald
You’ve got a new pup or rescue and you
are trying to train him/her while social
distancing. Who do you ask about potty
training, barking, chewing, and some
basic puppy training skills? Wondering
how to get your pup to understand and
obey the “leave it” command or learn
leash walking? Meet Christine Macdonald,
local dog trainer, Canine Good Citizen
Evaluator and Therapy Dog Evaluator.
Christine teaches classes at Loyal
Companion as well as privately and has
been a longtime volunteer and board
member with Pets & People Foundation.
Her current four-legged crew consists of
two Standard Poodles, Mercedes Ann and
Alberta Rose, both Therapy Dogs, and
June Bug a Border Collie mix. Christine
will give you an opportunity to submit
questions she can address during the
workshop.
FDOG, 1 Wednesday, 6:30-7:30 pm.
Meets September 23, Zoom, $29.

Instructor: Neil Kutzen
A better memory leads to greater success
in business and studies. The single
best way to improve your memory is to
change how you memorize. Learn how
to easily remember names, numbers,
lists, presentations, language, studies,
facts, data, anything with letters, words
or numbers. You won’t learn a memory
trick. You’ll learn a whole new way of
seeing things. Memorizing will no longer
be a chore. Instead it will be the most
interesting and useful puzzle game you
have ever played. You will need to spend
several hours between classes using the
tools you will learn in week one. Before
the first class, you will be snail mailed a
packet of training materials. There is a $10
fee for these materials and postage. It will
be my joy to assist you to achieve what
you didn’t know was possible. Visit www.
memorizebest.com to learn more.
BBMB, 2 Wednesdays, 6:30-9:00 pm.
Begins September 23, Zoom, $55/Seniors
$45.

NEW
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Home Baking Skills for
Pleasure or Profit
Instructor: Mimi Fix
Gain the confidence of an industry
professional! In this class, we’ll have a
comprehensive discussion of commercial
baking techniques – including shortcuts,
recipe and product development, quantity
production, shelf-life testing, packaging,
storage, food safety, and more. Learn
everything you didn’t know to ask about
equipment and appliances, and how oven
heat affects baked goods. Discover the
art of maximizing products for visual and
sales appeal, and how to adapt traditional
recipes for healthier whole grain baking.
Whether you’re baking for profit or
simply want to learn tips and tricks from a
professional, this class is for you.
NBAKE, 1 Tuesday, 6:30-9:30 pm. Meets
October 27, Zoom, $35/Seniors $30.

Start and Run a Home-Based
Baking Business
Instructor: Mimi Fix
Would you like to earn money doing what
you love? Many states have cottage food
laws that allow for baking and selling in
one’s home kitchen. Whether you have
always envisioned yourself with a small
food business, would like a second source
of income, or seek to own a business that
fits your lifestyle, this class will guide you
step-by-step through the entire process.
You’ll learn to implement market research;
price, label, and package products; find
wholesale and retail customers; set up a
simple bookkeeping system; and begin
the process to obtain legal permits. By the
end of class, you’ll have a business plan
and a checklist for moving ahead.
BBUS, 3 Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm.
Begins October 7, Zoom, $49/Seniors $45.

Tax Planning Strategies for the
Four Major Stages of Retirement:
Preretirement, Early, Middle &
Later Years
Instructor: Rick Fentin
The ongoing changes in the tax laws have
introduced some tough challenges and
some new opportunities for individuals.
Retirement can be a huge transition and
utilizing the best tax strategies can make
a significant difference in your overall
picture. Why not do the best you can
as you plan for the four major stages of

retirement? Some of the topics covered in
the class include: the critical tax questions
you must answer before retirement; the
surprises that often make retirement more
expensive; what the Social Security “tax
trap” is and how you can avoid it; why
tapping assets in the wrong order can
trigger higher Medicare premiums; the
four stages of retirement and important
tax actions in each stage; Traditional IRA
and Roth IRA challenges and important
considerations for rollovers; what you
need to think about when it comes to
estate planning and taxes; and mistakes
to avoid when it comes to your investment
portfolio, health care, and your estate.
BTAX, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Meets
September 29, Zoom, $25.
NEW

Working Smarter

Instructor: Paul Cadenhead
Do you ever have important tasks that
slip through the cracks or are forgotten
about? Do you feel overwhelmed by how
much you have to do? Do you get easily
distracted by your email? Working Smarter
is a class that will help you organize your
life, personal and professional. Through
this class, you will learn how to spend less
time prioritizing and remembering what
you need to do and more time thinking
creatively and getting things done. We
will go over how to utilize email and
Microsoft Outlook to your advantage
to make your life completely organized.
This class will help organize your personal
and professional life so you feel more
confident, creative, and organized.
Questions? Feel free to email the instructor
at cadenheadpaul@gmail.com
BWORS, 6 Wednesdays, 6:00-7:30 pm.
Begins September 30, Zoom, $95/Seniors
$85.

Budgeting for Success
Instructor: Sumeit and Sanjay Aggarwal
Join us for a personal finance workshop
on budgeting for success. In this
2-part workshop, we will go over the
fundamentals of personal finance, discuss
why, how and types of budgeting. You will
learn budgeting tools to get started on
building your own budget. Participants
will get hands-on experience in organizing
credit card and bank transactions using
Excel, setting budget targets, and
analyzing them to find money saving
ideas. Bring your own laptop or follow

along on the screen as we analyze
transactions and discuss next steps after a
budget is set.
BBFS, 2 Mondays, 7:00-8:30 pm. Begins
September 21, Zoom, $40.

Women and Investing 101
Instructor: Sumeit and Sanjay Aggarwal
This workshop is designed for women who
want to play a more active role in their
Investment strategy. If investing scares
you, or you want to make sure you have a
clear understanding of risks and rewards,
or if you are simply looking for where to
begin, this is the class for you. In this 2-part
workshop, we will go over the basics of
Investing, discuss step by step approach
to investing and cover different types of
investments and retirement plans. You
will also learn how to gain confidence in
your research, evaluate alternatives and
design a portfolio. No prior knowledge
of investing is required. Beginners are
especially encouraged to attend. This class
will be co-taught by Sumeit and Sanjay
Aggarwal. They have written this course
with a practical focus explicitly in mind.
BW&I, 2 Mondays, 7:00-8:30 pm. Begins
September 28, Zoom, $40.

Women and Investing 201
Instructor: Sumeit and Sanjay Aggarwal
This workshop is designed for women who
want to take their investing skills to the
next level. In this 2-part workshop, we will
go over advanced concepts of Investing
such as Asset Allocation, Diversification
Strategies, Understanding Fees and
Monitoring your own investments. Come
join us as we walk through building
portfolios for different timelines and risk
tolerance. Beginner level knowledge
of investing is required. Beginners are
encouraged to attend the Women and
Investing 101 class as a prerequisite. Postclass, attendees will have the opportunity
to participate (at no extra charge) in
a regular ‘Book-Club style’ investing
group where we will discuss additional
topics and issues that come up as you
are constructing your personal investing
roadmap. This class will be co-taught by
Sumeit and Sanjay Aggarwal. They have
written this course with a practical focus
explicitly in mind.
BWI2, 2 Mondays, 7:00-8:30 pm. Begins
October 26, Zoom, $40.
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Medicare 101
Instructor: Elaine Miller
This one evening class will be led by a state
certified Medicare benefits counseling
professional designed for people new to
Medicare, people planning for retirement
and people who are caregiving for elders
who need insurance information. Medicare
101 provides a detailed description of the
four aspects of Medicare: Part A (hospital
coverage), Part B (outpatient coverage),
Part C (traditional Medigap & Medicare
Advantage, and Part D (prescription drug
coverage). Students will learn how the
four parts of Medicare work together to
provide comprehensive health insurance
coverage; where, when and how to enroll
in Medicare Part A and B, avoiding late
enrollment penalties and finding the best
supplement plans available using the
Medicare Planfinder tool.
BMED, 1 Thursday, 6:00-8:00 pm. Begins
September 24, Zoom, $25.

Time, Money, and Joy
(In the New Normal)
Instructor: Glenn Frank
Do you want to be happier? Do you
want to make better decisions? Time
and money are invariably in tension with
everyone’s desire to be happy. If the
goal is to maximize family happiness,
how do you reconcile TM&J on a dayto-day basis and when life’s crossroads
surface? Navigating these tradeoffs is
particularly challenging today given the
unprecedented uncertainty induced by
COVID. Perhaps we can throw you a
lifeline! This workshop is a step-by-step
process to answer these critical questions.
“Create” more time for what brings joy;
alleviate financial stress, discover greater
HPD (happiness per dollar) and greater
HPH (happiness per hour); avoid family
disasters that might look good on paper;
and understand the basis of informed
decisions “Your Number” - savings
needed to reach the “work optional”
financial peak in your life.
BTMJ, 1 Thursday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Meets
October 1, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

Stephanie Wolk Lawrence provides insight into the Greater Boston nonprofit job market with Cause for A
Pause Fall Cohort, page 30.

Do it Yourself or Hire a Financial
Advisor? (In the New Normal)
Instructor: Glenn Frank
This class offers a step by step
methodical approach for an answer that
fits you. This may be the most important
financial decision you can make. Given
misinformation, conflicts of interest and
complexities it can also be the most
difficult financial decision.The “New
Normal” induced by COVID makes it
even more challenging today given
unprecedented uncertainty. Navigating
the 5 step investment process is crucial
to success. The fundamental questions
are: what is your personal preference?
What are your needs? Will an advisor
fill those needs? Will they add value in
excess of their cost? Can you trust the
advisor to put your needs over their own?
Can you trust yourself to make informed
and unemotional decisions? Advisors
specialize. Practices are not one size
fits all. If you are not a fit it wont work.
What are the tough questions to ask an
advisor and yourself? Even if you have
already made this decision. This class
should improve your ultimate results by
either improving your relationship with
your existing advisor or by giving you
added resources and considerations while
handling finances on your own.
BDIY, 1 Thursday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Meets
September 24, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

Estate Planning 101
THE PLANT-BASED KITCHEN
with Linda Sheehan, p. 28
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Instructor: Rebecca O’Brien
Come learn the basics about wills and
estate planning. We will discuss wills,
durable powers of attorney, health care
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proxies, living wills, setting up trusts, how
to appoint a guardian or conservator for
minor children if needed in the future, and
basic strategies for saving on estate taxes.
Bring your questions!
BWIL, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Meets
October 13, Zoom, $30/Seniors $25.

Social Security Planning
for Couples
Instructor: Rick Fentin
The Social Security decisions spouses
make when they are in their 60s will
determine the amount of total income
they will receive over their lifetime –
especially the lifetime of the spouse who
lives the longest (usually the wife!). This
workshop will cover the NEW rules that
can help married couples get the most
out of the Social Security system. We will
cover: the optimal times to apply, spousal
coordination, minimizing taxes and
effectively integrating Social Security with
other assets. Plus, the most important
thing all higher-earning spouses should
do and more. Why not make sure you are
maximizing your income? The $40 tuition
cost is per couple.
BCSS, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-9:00 pm. Meets
October 6, Zoom, $40.

The Process of Purchasing
A Home
Instructor: Jeremy Richman
Learn in detail the latest information
about buying a home so you can feel
confident, informed, knowledgeable and
in control from the start to the finish of
the largest purchase you may ever make.
Learn about: determining your “real
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and Body
ideal” home; qualifying a home; assessed
or appraised vs. Zillow valuations;
making offers and negotiating to yes for
less; home inspections; protecting your
deposits; choosing an attorney, home
inspector and mortgage agent; buying
short-sales and bank-owned properties;
and how to choose, hire and work with
a real estate agent to represent you
as your “buyer’s agent.” Included are
worksheets and forms and a copy of the
40-page handbook, “The Homebuyer’s
Companion,” written by the instructor.
BHOM, 1 Tuesday, 6:30-9:30 pm. Meets
September 22, Zoom, $30/Seniors $25.

The Process of Selling a Home
Instructor: Jeremy Richman
Get tips on successfully selling your home
in today’s economic landscape and hear
the latest intelligence on the local real
estate market. Learn how to prepare your
home for sale, what turns buyers on and
off, and how to select a realtor versus
selling the house yourself.
BSHO, 1 Thursday, 6:30-9:30 pm. Meets
October 1, Zoom, $30/Seniors $25.

Long-Term Care: Planning
for the Potential Need
Instructor: Len May
People are living longer, but living a long
life doesn’t guarantee that it will be a
healthy one; and as baby boomers age,
the long-term care crisis in America will
only worsen. At least 70% of people over
age 65 will require long-term care services
at some point in their lives. And given
how hard care facilities have been hit by
the coronavirus, a well thought out plan
for addressing the potential need for care
is essential to the physical, emotional, and
financial needs of you and your family.
This class is most appropriate for ages 4470. Attendees will receive the 35-pages of
class notes covering: What are the longterm care risks and consequences? What
are the options to protect your savings
and home? How about transferring assets
to your kids to qualify for Medicaid? How
do the stand-alone long-term care and
the new hybrid insurance alternatives
work, and which might be appropriate for
your situation? How to develop a plan of
action?
B004, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
September 22, Zoom, $25/Seniors $20.

LCE seeks to offer opportunities that
promote learning about holistic health
and living well. In this section you’ll find
everything from courses on meditation to
alternative understandings of nutrition.
NEW

An Introduction to Qigong

Instructor: Larson Di Fiori, PhD.
Qigong is a system of practices
developed in modern China for the
purposes of benefiting health and well
being, drawing on pre-existing traditions
of vital energy cultivation in Chinese
religion, medicine, and martial arts. These
practices include aspects of stillness and
motion, breath and intention. They can
be done standing or sitting, and can
be adapted to suit each person’s needs
and goals. In this course we will learn to
practice qigong, and discuss some of the
theory and history surrounding it and its
roots in Chinese medicine and Daoist
culture. Qigong requires no equipment to
practice other than a chair, comfortable
clothes, and only enough room to stretch
your fingertips out in all directions.
MQGO, 6 Tuesdays, 12:00-1:00 pm. Begins
September 22, Zoom, $65/Seniors $55.

Finding Sleep, Peace and
Immunity During Challenging
Times
NEW

Instructor: Rick Clerici
In this presentation we will examine
the stresses, changes and issues that
arise during challenging times such as
epidemics and national disasters. These
kinds of large -scale stressors can create
their own unique challenges to sleep,
health and family life. We will explore
some effective tools for creating various
levels of relaxation and inner peace along
with behavioral changes that are designed
to address these unique challenges to
sleep quality. The training closes with
a deep guided relaxation that creates
a muscle memory of mindfulness and
physical/emotional calm.
MIND, 1 Monday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
September 14, Zoom, $35.
NEW

A Look at Success Literature

Instructor: Roger Gumley
For well over 100 years, a body of
literature in America has developed
that has been described as “self-help”
or “Success literature”. It focuses on

methods of self-improvement, such as
goal setting, development of a better selfimage, visualization and positive thinking
among other techniques. Beginning with
writers like Horatio Alger and Orison
Swett Marden in the late 1800s, Dale
Carnegie and Napoleon Hill in the early
20th century and Tony Robbins and Wayne
Dyer in the later part of the 20th century,
this literature and body of thought has
sought to help the individual rise to
whatever heights they aspire to reach.
This class will survey the major ideas and
writings of this group of thinkers. If you
are looking for some inspiring ideas then
this is the class for you!
HALS, 1 Thursday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
October 15, $25/Seniors $20.

Fixing Our Broken Sleep
Instructor: Rick Clerici
In this 90 minute presentation attendees
will learn techniques for overcoming
common sleep problems like “trouble
falling asleep,” “difficulty staying asleep,”
“excessive thinking,” “waking too early,”
“Sunday night insomnia,” “chronic
insomnia,” “shift-work difficulties” and
“daytime sleepiness.” This hands on
presentation has helped many people
to begin getting better sleep almost
immediately. A guided relaxation exercise
teaches techniques for initiating sleep and
returning to sleep. Rick Clerici C.Ht., is a
Certified Clinical Sleep Educator and has
helped thousands of people increase the
quality and quantity of their sleep.
MSLE, 1 Monday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
November 9, Zoom, $35.
NEW Body Image: Challenging
Societal Norms and Finding Body
Acceptance

Instructor: Jamie Dannenberg
How much time do you spend thinking
about your body and appearance? Do you
ever compare your physical appearance
to others around you and to those in the
media? Do you try to change your diet
or exercise routines in an effort to lose
weight? When it comes to body image,
there are so many different factors that
influence how you think about your
body shape and size. The messages that
we receive about how our bodies are
“supposed to” look are often internalized
and lead us to believe that our bodies
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need to be fixed. In this workshop, we’ll
explore what led us to think this way
about our bodies and how we can work
towards moving beyond current societal
norms that idealize certain sizes and
appearances over others. In a supportive
environment, we’ll consider ways to
challenge these harmful messages in
our culture in order to improve our body
image.
MBDI, 1 Thursday, 7:00-8:30 pm. Meets
October 8, Zoom, $25.
NEW Mindful Eating 101:
Tips, Tricks, and Hacks

Instructor: Elissa Goldman/Nutrition
By Elissa LLC
In this 60-minute virtual
program facilitated by
local Registered Dietitian
Nutritionist, Elissa Goldman,
participants will learn all
about mindful eating including what
it is and how to apply mindful habits
to everyday busy life. Elissa will guide
participants through mindful eating
exercises throughout the program and
provide realistic tools and tips to apply in
real life. Learn how to bring mindfulness
into meals and during the busy work
week. Join us from the convenience of
your own home. You may want to bring
a notepad, pen or pencil, and a piece of
food such as chocolate, orange, or raisins
for the exercises.
MEAT, 1 Tuesday, 7:00-8:00 pm. Meets
November 17, Zoom, $20.
NEW An Introduction to
Vipassana Meditation

Instructor: Christine Sorrenti-Massaia
Vipassana meditation is a
Buddhist practice that was
taught by the Buddha himself.
It is the practice of developing
concentration and insight in
the mind through which we can ultimately
see the true nature of our existence. As
we learn to ground and settle our bodies,
concentration and insight increases and
reactivity decreases, thereby allowing us
to be present and be with our moment
to moment experience as it is. We begin
to see the conditionality of the mind and
the impermanence of all phenomena pleasant and unpleasant. Regular and
consistent meditation practice activates
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the parasympathetic nervous system and
quiets the sympathetic nervous system,
thereby reducing stress and the myriad of
disorders associated with it. The practice
also changes the structure of the brain
and neural pathways- improving mood
and decreasing the areas related to fear,
anxiety, stress, and perception. This can
help us cultivate a skillful way to cope
with life as it unfolds. In this 90 minute
approachable class, we’ll learn how to:
sit comfortably in order to support our
bodies and mind in meditation, practice
grounding meditation to settle our bodies,
learn how to use breath and sound as focal
points for attention and concentration, and
become more aware of how we relate to
busy minds. No experience necessary!
MVIP, 1 Sunday, 4:00-5:30 pm. Meets
October 4, Zoom, $20.

Stress Less: Learn to Meditate
Instructor: Richard Geller
Meditation is one of the best ways to
reduce stress and improve your health,
as evidenced by many recent scientific
studies. Participants will learn: how
meditation works, numerous different
meditation techniques, and strategies
for integrating meditation into your
daily work and life. Upon completing
this program, participants will be able to
practice meditation anytime, anywhere
that stress occurs, and immediately feel
the benefits. Throughout the four week
course, participants are taught and
practice over 10 powerful meditation
techniques including: breath focus, body
scan relaxation, standing and walking
meditation, Tai-Chi and Chi-Kung
beginning practice, sound and mantra
meditation, simple Yoga as a meditation,
visualization practice, and mindfulness
meditation. The entire program is highly
interactive, hands-on, and easy to learn.
The class is taught by Richard Geller
of MedWorks Corporate Meditation
Programs, who has been featured in the
Boston Globe, Bloomberg News, Financial
Times, Mass High Tech, and Boston CBS-4
TV news (see www.meditationprograms.
com). Participants sit in chairs and wear
normal attire. Sorry, no eating in the class.
SLLM, 4 Thursdays, 7:00-8:00 pm. Begins
October 1, Zoom, $66/Seniors $49.
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Our Exercise and Dance classes provide
many low-impact, affordable, and fun
ways to help you get in shape and stay
that way.
NEW Country Western Line
Dancing: Beginner

Instructor: Julie Kaufmann
What’s more fun than country-western line
dance? You don’t even need a partner.
Young and old, men and women, athletes
and couch potatoes–anyone can have
a great time. Just bring your two left
feet, because in line dancing there are
no mistakes! If you’ve never line danced
before or have only done a few classes,
this is the place for you. We’ll start from
the very beginning, with simple dances
that teach you the basic building blocks
of line dancing. Lots of practice, and we’ll
teach each dance. No experience needed.
You’ll get low-impact exercise as we
dance to (mostly) country western music.
ECW1, 9 Wednesdays, 6:00-7:15 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $135.
NEW Country Western Line
Dancing: Intermediate

Instructor: Julie Kaufmann
If you’ve been dancing for a while and
are ready for a new challenge, this is the
class for you. These dances are longer,
faster, have more turns, or use challenging
moves. Expect it to take more than one
week to learn each dance, so we will learn
fewer dances than the beginner class, but
we’ll still have a great time.
ECW2, 9 Wednesdays, 7:30-8:45 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $135.
NEW

Salsa and Club Latin

Instructor: Oksana Haiduchok
Vamos bailar! Learn the steps and rhythms
of popular and dynamic Latin dances
including the spicy and energetic salsa,
the sensual shuffle of merengue, the
Dominican-born bachata, and the triplestep based cha cha. In a fast, fun, and easy
class, we will break down the basics of
these hot dances so you can spice up any
dance floor you step on. Classes feature
a strong focus on styling, musicality and
the characteristics of each dance so that
whether dancing solo or with a partner,
you will become skillful and have fun! No
experience or partner required.
ESCL, 8 Tuesdays, 5:45-6:40 pm. Begins
September 22, Zoom, $99.
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Beginning Yoga
Instructor: Helen Theodosiou
If you have never done yoga before or
are a beginning student, join this small
introductory hatha yoga class. We will
move at a comfortable pace so students
gain a sound understanding of the
poses and their own bodies in relation
to poses. We will engage in standing,
seated, balancing and supine poses to
build strength and flexibility and expand
our repertoire of movement. We will pay
attention to breathing to focus our minds
and bodies. This practice will invite you to
return to your day with renewed energy
and an overall sense of harmony and well
being. We will practice with joy, patience
and humor! Wear comfortable clothes
and have ready a mat and towel.
EYOM, 10 Mondays, 12:00-1:00 pm.
Begins September 14, Zoom, $185/
Seniors $155.

Advanced Beginner Yoga
Instructor: Helen Theodosiou
If you have been practicing in a Beginning
Yoga class for a while, this is a class to
build on those skills and refine poses.
The class will give you an opportunity
to deepen your practice. A full range of
postures will allow you to continue to
build strength, flexibility and stamina.
Breathing exercises will help to focus the
body and mind and alleviate stress. Return
to your daily activities with renewed
vitality, creating an overall sense of
balance, well being and ease, as well as
a greater sense of body/mind awareness.
Wear comfortable clothes and have ready
a mat and towel.
EABY, 10 Mondays, 10:45-11:45 am.
Begins September 14, Zoom, $185/
Seniors $155.

Joyful Yoga
Instructor: Linda Del Monte
Beginners, and intermediate students
can enjoy this style of yoga, known as a
“celebration of the heart.” This is yoga
that combines a Kripalu (heart-centered)
and a detail–oriented style. We will work
on finding balance, distributing weight
equally, and aligning the body in a
therapeutic way that will keep you safe,
and also offer you many challenges, if you
wish. Either way, the joy will come. Yoga
mat required. Wear comfortable, loose
fitting clothing, and bare feet.

EYF2, 9 Fridays, 12:00-1:15 pm. Begins
September 25, Zoom, $180/Seniors $150.

Hatha Yoga
Instructor: Asha Ramesh
Stretch and strengthen without
competition or performance anxiety in this
basic hatha yoga class. Class will include
standing, sitting, and supine poses, with
a focus on the breath. Postures are basic,
without compromising on the wellness
they deliver. The format changes from one
week to another, allowing for variation and
multiplicity in poses. The yoga you take
home will allow customization to suit your
mood and needs. Dress comfortably and
bring your own mat.
E2HYO, 10 Mondays, 7:30-8:30 pm.
Begins September 14, Zoom, $165/
Seniors $135.
EHYO, 10 Wednesdays, 7:00-8:00 pm.
Begins September 16, Zoom, $165/
Seniors $135.
NEW

sequence which was studied by Dr. Loren
Fishman and shown to build bone density,
as reported in The New York Times. Dr.
Fishman was a student of the yoga master
BKS Iyengar and his work is partly based
on his teachings. As a nationally certified
Iyengar yoga teacher, Mary is qualified to
teach the alignment principles which keep
students safe and maximize the benefits
of the poses. This class would also be an
excellent choice for those looking for a
gentle yoga class.
EOST, 11 Thursdays, 11:00 am-12:30 pm.
Begins September 17, Zoom, $180.

Chair Yoga

Instructor: Asha Ramesh
Chair Yoga offers a practice that includes
seated poses on the chair and standing
poses using the chair for balance and
support. It is one of the gentlest forms of
yoga that can be done sitting on a chair
or standing on the ground while using the
chair for support. It is an adapted form
of yoga that makes yoga accessible to
everyone. The chair replaces the yoga mat
and becomes an extension of the body
allowing the client to take full advantage
of the benefits of yoga. It allows the
student to modify their practice based on
mobility, health, and current ability level,
and for those looking for extra support
in a yoga class. Students can experience
the many benefits of yoga without having
to get up or down from the floor. Benefits
include increased balance, strength,
flexibility, range of motion, and stress
reduction.
ECHR, 10 Saturdays, 10:00-11:00 am.
Begins September 26, Zoom, $165/
Seniors $135.

Yoga for Osteoporosis
Instructor: Mary Wixted
This gentle yoga class is designed to
introduce students to the ways that yoga
can help maintain bone health. Students
will be taught the 12-minute daily yoga

Larson Difiori teaches Qigong, page 33 and
An Intro to Daoism, page 8

Iyengar Yoga
Instructor: Mary Wixted
Been curious about why so many people
are taking yoga in the United States?
Come enjoy a yoga class taught in the
Iyengar method of yoga. The Iyengar
method is to yoga what classical ballet is
to dance. It is a progressive offering of the
yoga postures designed to provide a safe
and an ever-deepening practice which
opens and strengthens the body while
drawing the mind into a meditative state.
Props will be used to make the postures
accessible. Please note there is no class
on September 24.
EYEN, 11 Tuesdays, 9:15-10:45 am. Begins
September 22, Zoom, $215/Seniors $185.
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Our Instructors
Zumba®: Ditch the Workout,
Join the Party!
Instructor: Ami Stix
Zumba is a cardio fitness program
combining a variety of Latin and
international music with dance moves.
Using music from around the world with
dance, students will experience everything
from salsa to belly dance to Bollywood.
Each class incorporates the concept of
interval training by alternating fast and
slow rhythms for one hour of aerobic
exercise. This is an all-levels class and
NO dance knowledge or experience
is required. The only requirements are
sneakers, a smile and a bottle of water.
(Although, a towel might be a good
idea.) This class encourages students to
participate comfortably at their own pace
and level--wherever they may be on their
fitness journey. According to the Mayo
Clinic: “aerobic exercise reduces health
risks, strengthens your heart and boosts
your mood”. It’s a simple formula: feel the
music, have fun and dance.
EZUM, 10 Mondays, 7:00-8:00 pm. Begins
September 14, Zoom, $135/Seniors $115.

Ami Stix (lower left) teaches Zumba®, this page.
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Dr. Leah Abraham has a B.S. from MIT, M.S. from
Northeastern, and Ph.D. from Tufts - all in Chemical
Engineering. She has been a member of MIT’s
Educational Council since 1994 and has taught
undergraduate and graduate classes at Tufts,
Northeastern, Boston University, and Merrimack
College. Over the past ~25 years Dr. Abraham has
interviewed hundreds of prospective MIT students.
She is on interviewing sabbatical this year (MIT rules her son is a senior) and is happy to share pointers on
interviewing.
Sumeit Aggarwal, MBA, MSIS is the managing
partner and co-founder of Finhive LLC specializing in
personal finance education. Sumeit has a background
in business and technology with over 20 years of
experience as a trusted adviser to leadership teams
in consulting, financial analysis and operations.
Sanjay Aggarwal, CPA, MBA is dedicated to
helping individuals and families achieve personal
financial success. Sanjay has held corporate roles
in accounting, tax and finance in his career, and
previously worked at a Big-four accounting firm.
Donald Anderson is employed with College
Funding Advisors providing financial aid information
to Eastern Massachusetts.
Paul Angiolillo strives to create works of art that
are both timeless and contemporary, universal and
unique. He often incorporates opposites into his work:
abstract/representational, rustic/refined, whimsical/
contemplative. Paul has exhibited extensively in New
England, including having his studio crafts currently
in the deCordova and Fuller museum shops. He also
discovered the contemplative pleasures and soothing
benefits of tea as an undergraduate at Yale U. in the
1970s. Since then, he has expanded his interest in this
world’s most-popular drink (after water), while working
as a journalist and an editor. To gain more experience
in fine teas, he has also worked at Upton Tea Imports
(Holliston MA).
Janet Atiyyat is an Arabic native speaker and Arabic
language teacher. She has been teaching Arabic for
over five years. She has also been interpreting for
non English speakers in public schools for five years.
Linda Balek is an artist who has been painting for
over 30 years and has been teaching with LCE since
2016. Her work can be seen at www.lindabalek.com.
Damian Barneschi is an art teacher at Lexington
High School.
David Bell is an experienced SAT and ACT tutor.
Witold Biedrzycki is a resident of Lexington. When
he was a high school student, he won a silver medal
at the 22nd International Mathematical Olympiad.
He studied Physics and Mathematics at University
of Warsaw and Cornell and he got a PhD in
Mathematics from MIT.
Francesca Bellini is a native Italian speaker from
Perugia and is a certified Italian Language teacher in
Massachusetts. Francesca has lived in Massachusetts
with her family for over five years.
Maurice Bombrun is a French native, experienced
teacher and bilingual dual citizen. He teaches
and tutors privately with local private and public
schools, and has worked for Alliance Francaise. With
undergraduate studies at the Sorbonne and LSE
London, he holds Master’s degrees from Sciences
Paris and the University of Grenoble.
Kristen Butler has been a computer teacher,
repair technician, network designer, and computer
consultant for over 21 years.
Robert Butler trained at Berklee College of Music
majoring in Instrumental Performance of the Guitar
and studied Music Theory at Boston University. His
students’ personal goals for their instruments and
the style that they wish to play is a key part of every
lesson. Beginners through advanced players are
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made welcome with Mr. Butler’s patient mentoring
approach to the art.
Spencer Caddigan has been working professionally
in the world of film production for the last decade,
predominantly in the grip, electric, and audio
departments. He graduated from Clark University
in 2008 with a degree in Screen Studies, earned a
certificate in Digital Filmmaking in 2012 from Boston
University’s Center for Digital Imaging Arts, and
has been a member of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees since 2014.
Paul Cadenhead is currently a teacher and hockey
coach at Lexington Public Schools. Paul has
previously taught classes at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Northeastern University, and Boston
Public Schools. Prior to teaching, Paul worked in
finance and sports communications.
Scott Cahaly graduated from the University of
Vermont with a degree in fine arts in the late 90s.
While working as a resident sculptor at the Vermont
Marble Exhibit, he carved a 5000 pound block of
Vermont Marble. In 2000 Scott relocated to the
Boston area where he started exhibiting his work in
many galleries and universities. In 2010 he founded
Scott’s Stone Carving Classes SSCC.
Andrew Chatfield received his PhD in US diplomatic
history 2018 from American University in Washington,
DC. He wrote his dissertation about the Americans
who supported India’s national self-determination
from 1915-1920. During his time in Washington,
Andrew worked for organizations such as the Study
of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (START), the
Foreign Policy Research Insittute, Humanitites DC,
and the Streit Council. At Lexington, he hopes to
create a history class from which everyone will learn
new material and gain new perspectives on American
history.
Donna Calleja has worked as an artist and teacher
of visual arts for thirty-five years. Her recent exhibits
include MJ1 at ConcordArt, Spring Awakening
at Belmont Gallery of Art, and Inspired Views at
Montserrat College of Art. Her work can be viewed at
www.donnacalleja.com
Ricardo Calleja is a retired high school Spanish and
Literature teacher.
John Chamberlain is an eighth grade English
teacher at the Clarke Middle School.
Stephanie Chiha has an MA in French from La
Sorbonne, lived in Paris for two years, and is a
French tutor and substitute teacher in the Lexington,
Arlington, and Belmont public schools, as well as
the International School and Shady Hill School in
Cambridge.
Son-Mey Chiu (ED.D. Harvard University;
Chinese Master Emerita, Boston Latin School) is
a professional Chinese painter. She has taught at
the Massachusetts College of Art and Design, the
Decordova Museum, the Harvard Graduate School of
Education and other New England institutions.
Rick Clerici, C.Ht. is a certified clinical sleep educator
and hypnotherapist. Rick has studied extensively
in meditation, personal growth and indigenous
healing, and utilizes these meditative techniques in
helping clients to heal from trauma, panic attacks and
insomnia.
College Funding Advisors provides financial aid
information to the Boston area.
David Collins has been lecturing on opera in the
greater Boston area for over 25 years. He had been
Opera Boston’s resident lecturer for 8 years. He has
given opera courses at MIT, Regis College, as well as
lecturing at Northeastern University. Dave is currently
a Trustee of The Boston Wagner Association. Dave
received his Bachelor degree from Boston University’s
School of Music, his Master’s from Lesley University
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and did postgraduate work at the New England
Conservatory and the University of Connecticut - Hart
School of Music.
Susan Dahl studied art at a variety of places,
including Amherst College, Parsons School of
Design, and The School of Visual Arts, and worked
as a graphic designer for many years. She began
teaching in community art programs in Boston in
1996, and this led her to complete a degree in Art
Therapy at Lesley University.
Jamie Dannenberg’s personal mission is to provide
a safe and inclusive space for people of all sizes,
shapes, genders, sexualities, races, religions, abilities,
and backgrounds. Jamie received her Bachelor’s
degree from The College of Wooster in Wooster, OH
and completed the Coordinated Program in Dietetics
and a Masters Degree in Food and Nutrition at
Framingham State University.
Tom Daley, a published poet, tutors poets and
writers, and has extensive poetry workshop
experience.
Karen Day is a published fiction author for middle
grade and young adult readers.
Cathie Desjardins was Arlington Poet Laureate
from 2017- 2019. A former faculty member at
Lesley University and The Institute for Learning and
Teaching at UMass/Boston, she has taught writing
to all ages from kindergartners to graduate students
and seniors and continues to teaches regularly
at Grub Street. Her work has been published in
Cognoscenti, and in many newspapers, periodicals
and journals. She has written two books of poetry,
With Child, and, recently, Buddha in the Garden,
both from Tasora Press.
Linda Del Monte has been teaching yoga for 20
years. She is a Kripalu certified teacher, with an
extensive background in Anusara yoga. Her style
of teaching is about being in the best “space” of
your body, by learning how to align in the most
healthful way possible. This ensures a deeper way
of connection to body, mind and spirit, the true
meaning of yoga. She also offers challenges in all
her classes, and teaches you to practice from the
heart.
Nancy Dickinson is a registered architect with over
25 years of experience; for over 20 years, she has
specialized in Residential Design. See her website at
DickinsonArc.com
Larson Di Fiori has a PhD in Religious Studies,
focused on Asian Religions, from Brown University,
where he continues to teach as part of the
Contemplative Studies Initiative. He is also a translator
and a teacher of Qigong and Tai Chi, having trained
with mentors in both the US and China.
Chris Doucette is a veteran Lexington High School
math teacher who has been teaching SAT math prep
for over 5 years.
Emilia Farrell is a Belmont, MA based artist and art
instructor, born in Chernovtsy, Ukraine. The subject
matter of her works are portraits, landscapes and
still-life in the traditional/impressionistic style. She
actively participates in New England’s art events,
exhibits and is a member of the Oil Painters of
America (OPA).
Rick Fentin, CFP®, CLTC, Ed.M. is an independent
Registered Investment Adviser and Principal of
Cambridge Financial Associates in Arlington.
Mimi Fix began a baking career from her licensed
home kitchen and then moved her business into
a bakery and café. She later worked in multiple
restaurants and corporate R&D kitchens and then
returned to school for an MA in writing and food
studies. She owns Baking Fix, a culinary business
consulting firm, and teaches both business and
hands-on baking classes in local colleges and
through the Culinary Institute of America (CIA).

Glenn Frank (MST, CPA/PFS)was the Founding
Director of the Master of Personal Financial Planning
program at Bentley University in 1996 where he
taught investment courses until 2015. The MA
Financial Planning Association awarded him “Planner
of the Year” for 2019.
Amy C. Franks earned her PhD in Japanese
Language and Literature from Yale University, and her
BA in Japanese Studies and English from Wellesley
College.
Richard Geller of MedWorks Corporate Meditation
Programs, has been featured in the Boston Globe,
Bloomberg News, Financial Times, Mass High
Tech, and Boston CBS-4 TV news. See www.
meditationprograms.com for more information.
Bruce Gerry, aka “Dr. Tune-up” has been making
car repair house calls for many years and has been
featured on local TV shows for his remarkable and
unique work style.
Karen Girondel is a retired LHS teacher of French
language and culture.
Elissa Goldman is a non-diet Registered Dietitian
Nutritionist who works to help people improve their
relationship with food, and manage health concerns
without dieting or weight obsession. https://www.
nutritionbyelissa.com/
Gerry Goolkasian is a retired Lexington Public
School teacher.
Roger Gumley has been an avid follower of blues
and jazz music for over 40 years. He has worked as a
radio disc jockey in Ames Iowa and Cincinnati Ohio.
He has interviewed such blues masters as B.B. King,
Hound Dog Taylor, Roosevelt Sykes, Koko Taylor,
John Hammond and J.B. Hutto. His articles on the
blues have appeared in the Iowa State Daily and The
Christian Science Monitor.
Oksana Haiduchok has trained and performed in
various styles of dance. Upon moving to Boston,
from Ukraine, she became a certified Arthur Murray
Professional Ballroom Instructor with the Cambridge
studio. Her success as a teacher has stemmed from
her genuine passion for dancing and belief that
everyone can learn.
Annina Hsieh is a Boston-based soprano and
educator. Praised for her sensitivity as a performer,
Hsieh strives to connect with audiences in opera
and recital settings, and was the 2019 winner of
the Handel and Haydn Society’s Barbara E. Maze
Award for Musical Excellence. She completed her
Master of Music in Voice Performance at Cleveland
Institute of Music, and her Bachelor of Music in Vocal
Performance at Ithaca College.
Jessica Khamarji is an artist and educator living in
Boston, MA. Her personal artwork includes a variety
of 2D and 3D techniques ranging from drawing,
painting, collage, sculpture, weaving, book-making,
and fibers. As an educator, Jessica has worked at LHS
for 2 years, as well as having previous experience in
a variety of art museums and community programs
to bring meaningful art activities to people of all
backgrounds and ages.
Maria Kieslich has been working on projects and
in operations of startups for more than 20 years.
Mentoring young adults in the fundamentals of
time and project management has been one of
the more rewarding aspects of her professional
time. In addition, she has experience adapting
traditional methods for various learning styles, having
worked with teens with learning disabilities in her
personal life. She is a certified Project Management
Professional and Scrum Master and holds an MBA
in Finance from Chicago’s Booth School of Business.
Maria has lived in Lexington 23 years with her
husband and daughter.

Poornima Kirby has taught acting and theater arts
at the Nirmal Arts Academy in Canajoharie, NY,
as well as coaching privately in acting techniques,
Shakespeare, and movement. She studied at
Shakespeare and Co. and the London Academy of
Music and Dramatic Arts, and received her B.A. in
Drama, with honors, from Vassar College.
Uschi Kullman, MEd, is a native speaker of German.
She has been a teacher for over thirty years,
teaching a wide range of subjects and age ranges in
germany and the USA. She loves to travel and is an
accomplished doll maker.
Neil Kutzen has a BA and MA in Clinical Psychology.
In his long and distinguished career as a trainer to
businesses, he has helped thousands of people
improve their productivity and personal effectiveness.
He is an actor, award winning storyteller and expert
memory trainer.
lau lapides company is a boutique-coaching vocal
studio designing fresh programs to meet the need of
professional voice over talent, actors, and business
executives alike.
Stephanie Lawrence successfully relaunched herself
into the nonprofit sector after spending a decade at
home focused full-time on her triplets and younger
daughter. She is a consultant, fundraiser, instructor,
and capacity builder with a passion for strengthening
nonprofits’ organizational infrastructure, leadership
and communities. Through Cause After A Pause,
Stephanie provides advising services, strategies,
programs and workshops to job seekers looking to
reenter or transition into the nonprofit sector after a
career pause.
Jeffrey Leonard served the Lexington Public
Schools for 34 years as Band/Jazz Director and
Performing Arts Coordinator.
Aaron Ladd brings 10+ years as an athletic coach
and educator, along with 5+ years in college planning
and strategy to work as a college counselor and
coach helping high school students find the right fit
for college.
David Lenoir, MBA, SRES, Real Estate Agent
International Diamond Society, Coldwell Banker
Residential Brokerage.
Gregory Leschishin was born in the city where Rock
and Roll was discovered: Cleveland! Besides being
a chart fanatic, Gregory was a disc jockey before
he was determined to work in Hollywood. For close
to five years, he was one of the musicologists who
actually determined the biggest hits that the United
States listened to and purchased!
Adam Levin has performed on four continents across
the globe and is a top prize winning classical guitarist
and recording artist.
Pedro Lilienfeld is an electronics engineer
and applied physicist with a life-long interest in
Astronomy and Cosmology who became an amateur
astronomer at age 15. He is a graduate of a special
course in Astronomy under UNESCO auspices. He
is presently a consultant and was Principal Science
Advisor at Thermo Fisher Scientific in Franklin, MA.
Luci Mandl, was born in Austria and thus a native
German speaker. She taught Elementary school in
Vienna and enjoys teaching the German language to
adult learners.
Karenna Maraj is a professional jewelry artist who
studied metalsmithing at RISD and has taught locally
for many years. The Karenna Maraj Jewelry Collection
is both a gallery showcasing local artists and a
classroom/studio space
Tracy Marks, M.A. has taught continuing ed courses
for 39 years, and specializes in literature, poetry
writing, personal growth, Photoshop and eBay
courses.
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Len May is a graduate of MIT’s Sloan School
of Management. He transitioned to a career in
long-term care planning and insurance after he saw
the consequences of both of his parents needing
extended care. Len is an independent, certified
long- term care specialist. He shares his expertise
by conducting seminars for consumers and by
consulting with financial professionals to assist them
with their clients. Len may be reached at lenmay@
alum.mit.edu
Dr. Susan McCombs is a board-certified clinical
hypnotherapist.
Karen Mechem, a retired teacher from the LHS
English department, has taught SAT Preparation
since 1977.
Shruti Mehta has been teaching Indian cooking
to aficionados for over 25 years. She also conducts
private classes upon request.
Scott Metzger is an award-winning Lexington
based photographer. For more info visit, www.
metzgerstudios.com.
Nicholas Michael is the founder of Odyssey College
Search.
Elaine Miller is the Regional SHINE Program Director
for Minuteman Senior Services. She has received
state certification as a Medicare benefits counselor
and is dedicated to providing consumers with
unbiased, accurate information in terms that make
sense of the Medicare maze. Minuteman Senior
Services offers community education and Medicare
counseling at no cost throughout 18 communities.
Wim Nijenberg, CTC, has been planning European
travel for 35 years.
Rebecca O’Brien, Esq is a partner and co-founder of
O’Brien Cavanagh Ivanova LLP, specializing in small
business law and trusts and estates. Rebecca worked
in the corporate department of Ropes & Gray, a
leading international law firm, for five years before
co-founding O’Brien Cavanagh Ivanova LLP.
Sharon Olofsson is the founder of Gateway
Educational Consulting, a college consulting firm
based in Lexington. She has visited over 125 colleges
in the U.S. and abroad and is a member of both the
New England Association for College Admission
Counseling and the Independent Educational
Consultants Association. Sharon lives in Lexington
with her husband and four children.
Ivan Orlinsky is an accomplished painter and art
teacher.
Reeta Pandy received her Ph.D. in Sanskrit and
Philosophy from Banaras Hindu University and has
taught Hindi at M.I.T.
Virginia Payne has been practicing the traditional
Yang style Tai Chi long form since 1990, along with
its complete suite of Tai Chi Push-Hands, Sanshou,
Sword, and Saber. She has been teaching Tai Chi
since 2001 at the Chinese Language School in
Lexington on Sundays. She has also taught Tai Chi in
Boston for a research project in MGH, and at various
Health/Fitness Centers, including to the students at
Jonas Clarke Middle School in Lexington for their
2011 musical play production “Mulan”.
Laura Quincy Jones and Yasser TorrienteRodríguez are a US-Cuban couple living and
working in Havana, Cuba. Laura is a painter, writer,
and teacher from Boston, MA, USA; Yasser is a
mechanical engineer born and raised in Havana,
Cuba. Together, the couple collaborates with
Cuban friends and colleagues to host international
visitors on cultural experiences with their small tour
company, Cuba Art Adventures.
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Marielle Racicot graduated from Providence College
with a degree in languages. She has studied abroad
in both Spain and France and taken students on
cultural exchanges. Ms. Racicot has taught language
at the community college, high school, and middle
school levels.
Asha Ramesh is a certified yoga teacher from The
Yoga Studio in Boston and a 200-hour registered
Hatha yoga teacher.
Sarah Rebilas is a 3rd grade teacher at the Norman
E. Day Elementary School in Westford.
Jeremy Richman has been in the real estate market
for over 20 years, with combined experience as
a Realtor® , developer, mortgage consultant and
even a foreclosure counselor. Jeremy grew up in
Lexington, LHS class of ‘76, and holds an Sc.B. from
Brown University ‘83.
Magnolia Rios is a native Spanish speaker and the
Spanish Language teacher at The Waldorf School of
Lexington.
Debra Samuels is a cookbook author, food and
travel writer and cooking teacher. Debra has lived
abroad for more than a decade in Japan and Italy,
where she studied Italian, Korean and Japanese
cuisine.
Linda Sheehan is a plant-based cooking instructor
and wellness coach who holds a degree in Health
Psychology and a certificate in Whole Food PlantBased Nutrition from Center for Nutrition Studies at
Cornell. Motivated by the profound changes a plantbased lifestyle brought to her own health and overall
well-being, she created Kind Kitchen as a means of
sharing her knowledge about the many benefits,
both personal and global, of a plant-based diet.
Rooted in her love of sharing great food with others,
she will help you bust through the diet confusion and
focus on recipes that keep home cooking simple,
delicious and familiar.
Elena Snow is an opera singer, music educator and
arts advocate based in Lexington. A graduate of
New England Conservatory’s opera program, Elena
also received a concentration in voice pedagogy and
has been teaching general music, chorus and drama
for students ages 3-18 for 5 years. Her experience
and passion for the arts drives her to welcome any
opportunity to better understand and serve the arts
community.
Alma Bella Solis is an artist, designer and
calligrapher who has been teaching art to adults and
children for nearly 20 years.
Christine Sorrenti-Massaia is a long time meditator
in the Buddhist Insight tradition. She opened The
Sitting Room Meditation and Mindfulness Studio
in Lexington Center in April 2019 to offer the
community a space to learn, practice, and develop a
meditation practice in order to slow down, ground in
the midst of life’s complexities, and live more delib
erately. https://www.thesittingroommeditation.com/
Fan Stanbrough is an experienced and highly rated
instructor of topics like WordPress and social media
marketing for community programs in Newton,
Brookline, Framingham and Marlborough MA. Fan
has trained countless people to use WordPress since
2012. Fan’s teaching style is hands-on and practical.
Fan also is the owner of BBDS Design, a web design
company located in Metrowest Boston. Fan is a
professional web designer, expert at WordPress
design, Magento eCommerce, Search Engine
Optimization and Google Analytics.
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Ami Stix is a licensed Zumba instructor and has
danced since childhood. It remains her passion
and favorite vehicle for exercise and to pursue a
healthy lifestyle, connecting the mind, body and
spirit. In her opinion, Zumba provides the perfect
format to experience the true joy of movement and
all its benefits. Her goal is to create a safe space
where students can pursue their fitness goals, build
confidence and inspire each other. Ami has lived in
Lexington with her husband and two boys since 1997.
Elizabeth Stubbs has been an artist all her life,
working in a variety of mediums. For the past twenty
years she has been exploring felt making as an art
form and sharing it with others through classes and
workshops at several locations including the Winsor
School, Waldorf School of Lexington, ArtSpan
Lexington, Umbrella Community Arts and private
students.
Barbara Tarrh is a (former) teacher/naturalist with
MA Audubon who has extensive experience leading
groups on nature walks. She is a certified yoga
teacher with a particular interest in combining yoga
with mindful outdoor walks.
Susannah Tesoriero, M.Ed first studied Spanish
as an undergraduate and went on to take adult ed
courses in Spanish when she graduated. Since then,
almost 20 years ago, Susannah has been speaking
Spanish as part of her job and her personal life every
day. She looks forward to speaking Spanish with all
of you!
Helen Theodosiou has a Social Work and an
Expressive Arts Therapies degree. She is a RYT-500
yoga teacher and is a certified yoga therapist
(C-IAYT) with the International Association of Yoga
Therapists. She has been teaching yoga for 15
years and enjoys working with beginners of all ages,
seniors and those who come to yoga with challenges.
She also has a private yoga therapy practice.
Cammy Thomas’ first book of poems, Cathedral
of Wish, received the 2006 Norma Farber First
Book Award from the Poetry Society of America.
Her poems have appeared or are forthcoming
in Appalachia, The Classical Outlook, The
Maine Review, Off The Coast, Spillway and Third
Wednesday. She teaches literature and creative
writing at Concord Academy.
Yasser Torriente-Rodríguez, see Laura Quincy
Jones.
Mary Wixted is a nationally certified Iyengar yoga
instructor with over 12 years of teaching experience
(10 years with Lexington Community Education).
Mary is an expert in helping beginners enjoy the
practice while taking more experienced students to
their maximum pose protecting the body with the
use of props when needed.
Annie Zeybekoglu makes a conscious effort not to
work from intent, but rather to invest herself in the
materials completely and the emotional and physical
response they elicit. She is a retired LHS Art teacher.
Ilhan Zeybekoglu holds a master’s in Philosophy
from Tufts University.
Hongxing Zhang graduated from Beijing Normal
University with a degree of Bachelor of Arts. Taught
middle school and high school students in history
classes in Beijing, China for six years. Came to the
US and took college level classes in social science
and humanity. Taught Mandarin Language class at
Middlesex Community College Lowell campus for
two years. Have been teaching Mandarin Language
classes at our center and other Chinese Language
Schools since 2011.

ALL AUTUMN 2020 CLASSES ARE HELD ONLINE

Important Information
ONLINE PROGRAM
PLATFORM
As a self-supporting program of the
Lexington Public Schools, Lexington
Community Education Online is
dedicated to providing engaging
and effective remote enrichment
opportunities for our students.
Due to the current uncertainty of
public school building access due to
COVID-19, LCE Autumn 2020 classes,
events, and lessons will take place on
the Zoom secure video conferencing
platform. Login information will be
emailed to the email address that
was used to register before the start
date of your program.

HOW TO REGISTER
Online: Autumn 2020 registration
will be available online at www.
lexingtoncommunityed.org with Visa or
Mastercard, (credit or debit card).
Registration Confirmations: Upon
registration you will receive an email
confirmation. You will receive a secure
class/event Zoom invitation login link to
the email address that you used to register
the day before (or later if you register less
than 24 hours in advance of the session)
your scheduled LCE session is to begin.

Our classes are open to everyone,
regardless of residency.
Discounts and Scholarships: Reduced
tuition is available to seniors (65 years of
age and over), and also to employees of
the Town of Lexington for most, but not
all, of our classes. Limited scholarship
assistance is available for Lexington
residents; please call to request an
application.
Senior: Students aged 65 and older.

*No-School Dates
There will be No Classes:
Monday, September 7, 2020 (Labor Day)
Friday Evening – Sunday, September 1820, 2020 (Rosh Hashanah)
Monday, September 28, 2020 (Yom Kippur)
Monday, October 12, 2020 (Indigenous
People’s Day)
Wednesday, November 11, 2020
(Veteran’s Day)
Wednesday Evening – Saturday,
November 25-28, 2020 (Thanksgiving)
When Lexington Public Schools are closed
due to weather, the LCE office is also
closed. You may call LCE at 781.862.8043
for a recorded announcement. Public
School closings may be found online at
http://lps.lexingtonma.org/snow.

Cancellation and Refund Policy
There are no refunds for LCE Special
Events/Speaker Series.
If you withdraw at least 4 business days (or
more) before the start date of the course,
you will receive a course credit for the full
amount. If you prefer, we will refund the
course tuition minus a $10 processing fee.
If you withdraw 3 business days before the
start date of the course, you will be issued
a course credit only.
You will receive a full refund in the event
LCE cancels a class.
You will not receive a refund due to
technical difficulty specific to you or
your device.
No other refunds will be granted.
Please note that refund checks can take
four to six weeks to process.

Contact Info
Lexington Community Education
146 Maple Street
Lexington, Massachusetts 02420
Phone: 781.862.8043
Email: LCE@lexingtonma.org
www.facebook.com/
lexingtoncommunityed
During the pandemic our in-person
office hours are in flux. However, you
can always find us on-line during LCE/
LPS regular business hours by emailing:
LCE@lexingtonma.org
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French
French
Chanson SingChanson
Along with
Sing-Along
Brice Kapel
with
and Karen
Brice
Kapel
Girondel
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The Night
Sky: Our
Place in the
Universe with
Amanda Bosh

The Most
Important
Point: Finding
Our Way in
the Dark
with Edward
Espe Brown

Writing Wild:
Women Who
Shaped the
Way We Read
the Natural
World with
Kathryn Aalto

